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FOREWORD
Almost every resident in the East Riding uses our transport network on a daily basis. Some drive to
work, others walk to school with their children and some choose to cycle around the beautiful
countryside of East Yorkshire. We stop at traffic lights, use pedestrian crossings and look at traffic signs.
Many of us live in areas illuminated by street lights. All of these elements come together to form the
largest asset base held by this Council, and our highway assets are valued at over £4bn.
Transport connects people to work, school, healthcare, shops, family and friends. It plays a crucial role
in supporting local economic growth and allowing local businesses to remain competitive. As such, it is
vital that the Council has a robust strategy in place to ensure that our transport and highway network
is managed and maintained in optimum condition.
This Transport Asset Management Plan provides this strategic framework and looks at the quantity and
quality of our existing transport assets to determine how to make the most of them now and in the
future. The Council is committed to the efficient and cost effective management of the highway asset
and recognises that asset management provides the best approach to maintaining the network to the
highest attainable standards. It is our role to make sure that each and every highway maintenance scheme
delivers maximum value for money whilst causing minimum disruption to our residents, and an effective
Transport Asset Management Plan can help us to achieve this aim.
This Council faces a number of challenges in the coming years to ensure that all our transport assets
remain fit for purpose. Maintenance budgets are reducing and a number of new competitive funding
streams have been introduced, which means that not every authority will be successful in securing
additional funding. However, we have an excellent track record in submitting successful funding bids,
currently concluding a programme of £16.7m Local Growth Funding for additional maintenance on our
‘A’ roads and completing a £6m from the Challenge Fund to upgrade our street lighting stock.
Through the Local Transport Plan, we have laid out the Council’s vision for a safe, integrated, reliable
and resilient transport network across the East Riding, which can be used and enjoyed by all. Clearly,
key to the plan is a well-managed highway network, and we will achieve this through the development
and delivery of our Transport Asset Management Plan. I firmly believe that this Plan provides the
foundation for ensuring that all our residents, visitors and businesses can travel across the East Riding
using a high quality and well maintained transport network, both now and in the future.

Councillor Richard Burton
Leader, East Riding of Yorkshire Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Why do we need a plan?
East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s Transport Asset Management Plan (TAMP) has been developed to
help inform critical decisions on investment in maintaining transport infrastructure, given that existing
resources are insufficient to sustain the network in its current form. A clear understanding of what
assets we have, what we need and their condition is essential to determining where our budget should
be directed to achieve the most sustainable outcomes.

What does the plan include?
The TAMP has been structured to comply with national guidance and is based around seven highway
asset types and a further non-highway asset type, as follows:
Carriageways
• Pavement
• Laybys
• Traffic
Calming
• Fords
• Kerbs
• Lining
• Road Studs
• Drainage
• Fences
• Small
Retaining
Walls
• Earthworks
• Verge

Footways and
Cycleways
• Footways
• Pedestrian
Areas
• Footpaths
• Cycleways

Structures
• Bridges
>1.5m
• Culverts >
0.9m
• Retaining
Walls
• Structural
Earthworks
• Tunnel
• Subway
• High Mast
Columns

Street Lighting
• Columns
• Illuminated
Bollards
• Illuminated
Traffic Signs
• Ancillary
Electrical

Street
Furniture

Traffic
Management

• Traffic Signs
• Nameplates
• Safety Fences
• Ped Barriers
• Cattle Grids
• Gates
• Trees
• Bus Shelters
• Seating
• Bins
• Bollards
• Grit Bins
• Weather
Stations

• Traffic Signals
• Zebra
Crossings
• Controlled
Crossings
• VMS / VAS
• RTPI
• Safety
Cameras
• Automatic
Traffic
Counters

Highway Land
• Land

Non Highway
Assets
• Car Parks
• Bus
• Rail

Each asset types has its own management plan with information on the condition and quantity of the
asset, valuation of the asset, a management framework for maintaining the asset and lifecycle plans
identifying potential future treatments and delivery timescales.

What have we learnt?
Investment must be directed to where it will make the most significant impact in terms of achieving the
Council’s Corporate Priorities and our Local Transport Plan objectives. This means ensuring that the
strategic routes are maintained in a good condition, offering an alternative to the car for short journeys
and minimising the use of energy and resources. Current funding levels are insufficient to maintain the
entire network at the appropriate level and the approach for unclassified routes has become one of
'managed deterioration'. This has been exacerbated by recent extreme weather events such as flooding
and cold winters.

How is it applied?
The investment in good asset management and data collection has already been beneficial. The use of
lifecycle planning to guide long-term investment and a structured hierarchy applied to reactive
maintenance has increased effectiveness and value for money. Investment in energy-saving street lighting
has helped reduce annual energy costs. An asset-based approach to highways, reliant on good data, has
led to the service successfully securing additional internal and external funding to address the numerous
issues that the highway service faces.
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What do we still need to learn?
The production of a TAMP is only the start of the process in embedding good asset management within
the highway service. The Plan will be continuously updated as we improve service delivery, collect
additional data on our assets, and respond to changing demands on our transport network. The Plan
therefore outlines areas for further improvement and sets out how they will be implemented.
The TAMP shows that the available investment falls short of the ideal, and that a steady state for all
highway assets is not possible (see Table 1). Ultimately this will lead to the deterioration of the network
and will incur growing reactive maintenance costs to retain the infrastructure in a useable and safe state.
Models forecasting future condition reveal that in future assets could be split into those that we can
afford to maintain with low cost treatments, and those whose costly repairs mean that we cannot afford
to maintain them. Modelling forecasts that:
 Carriageway asset has an annual planned maintenance shortfall of £3m, with a £50m
investment to achieve steady state. Current funding includes LEP contributions of £3.34m
which will finish in 2020/21;
 Footways asset has an annual planned maintenance shortfall of £1.3m;
 Structures asset has an annual planned maintenance shortfall of £3.176m; and
 Street Lighting asset has steady state funding, assisted by a successful Challenge Fund bid in
2015. However, increasing energy costs means a shortfall may be realised in future years.
Table 1: Move to Steady State Investment
Asset Group

Minimum
Investment
(Emergency
repairs only)

Current Investment
(Planned Capital
Maintenance
2020/21)

Steady State
Funding

A Roads

£0.900m

£4.780m

£2.450m

-

B/C Roads

£1.200m

£3.161m

£5.410m

£25.7m

Unclassified Roads

£1.100m

£2.605m

£5.720m

£24.5m

Footway

£0.150m

£1.393m

£2.667m

Further investigation
required

Structures

£0.200m

£1.330m

£4.506m

Further investigation
required

Street Lighting

£0.400m

£0.875m

£1.042m

(plus £1.1m
energy
consumption)

(plus £1.1m energy
consumption)

(plus £1.1m
energy
consumption)

Street Furniture

£0.270m

£0.120m

£0.140m

Not quantified

Traffic Management

£0.040m

£0.085m

£0.346m

Not quantified
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(Capital)

Initial Investment to reach
Steady State
(to bring asset condition
up to steady state)

The introduction of new assets will lead to further pressure on maintenance budgets and will effectively
result in reduced investment or the abandoning of existing assets.
Managing the highway asset exposes the Council and highway users to risk, especially when working
within financial constraints, and the Council has therefore worked hard to establish strategies and
operational approaches that minimise the residual risk.
It is also essential that the limited funding we have is applied strategically and appropriately, and directed
to those assets that offer greatest support to achieving the Council’s Corporate Priorities and LTP
objectives as well as our statutory obligations.
Following assessment of the available funding allocations, the Council has determined the following
lifecycle options for each asset group:
 Carriageway – Option 5, Selective Improved Asset: Investment will focus on
retaining the good condition of our strategic routes. The Council has almost completed an
improvement programme of the ‘A’ road network supported by additional investment from
the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP);
 Footway – Option 2, Continue with Existing Investment: As investment falls below
steady state, the Council will prioritise the condition of well used footways and control the
deterioration of the less well used footways;
 Structures – Option 3, Continue with Existing Investment, Preventative: As
investment falls below steady state, the Council will focus on supporting HGV traffic on
strategic routes and pursue other external funding opportunities where appropriate;
 Street Lighting – Option 3, Steady State: The Council has, through additional DfT
Challenge Funding complemented by prudential borrowing, replaced old lighting stock and
introduced white light sources. Now the stock is in good condition, future investment will
keep the stock in a steady state;
 Street Furniture – Option 1, Continue with Existing Investment: Though a small
asset value, existing investment falls below steady state and the Council focus investment
on key assets, and will continue to improve our understanding of the asset type; and
 Traffic Management – Option 2, Continue with Existing Investment: With
limited resources, the continued use of Traffic Management assets will be assessed at the
end of current lifespans.
The capital allocations set out in Table 2 reflect the distribution of the LTP maintenance allocation
(assuming the Council receives the full Incentive Fund allocations from 2019/20 onwards) to make best
use of the available funding.
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Steady
State

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22
Onwards

Total

DfT Maintenance

8.889

8.889

8.889

26.667

DfT Incentive
Allocation

1.851

1.851

1.851

5.553

Potential Funding

10.740

10.740

10.740

32.220

Carriageways

12.888

6.722

6.987

6.987

20.696

A Roads

2.058

1.100

1.100

1.100

3.300

B Roads

1.495

1.015

1.015

1.015

3.045

C Roads

3.865

2.021

2.146

2.146

6.313

Unclassified Roads

5.471

2.586

2.726

2.726

8.038

Footway

2.667

1.393

1.393

1.393

4.179

Structures

9.853

1.330

1.300

1.300

3.930

Street Lighting

1.041

0.875

0.875

0.875

2.625

Street Furniture

0.200

0.070

0.100

0.100

0.270

Traffic Management

0.102

0.350

0.085

0.085

0.520

Proposed Distribution

20.251

10.740

10.740

10.740

62.431

Note: Funding from 2021/22 onwards is indicative and unconfirmed

Table 2: Future Funding 2019 onwards (figures in millions)*
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INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
1.1

SETTING THE SCENE

1.1.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council is one of the largest unitary authorities in the country in terms
of area, with a population of approximately 334,200 spread across some 930 square miles
(240,768 hectares). As a result the Council manages an extensive highway network of
approximately 2,206 miles (3,551km) of carriageway, which supports 222 million journeys a year.
We also maintain a footway/cycleway network of over 1,082 miles (1,742km), over 500 bridges,
a street lighting stock of more than 38,000 columns and over 58,000 traffic signs. The Council's
transport assets serve a diverse ‘customer’ base, covering both rural and urban areas, areas of
deprivation and of affluence, and borders the major urban settlements of Hull and York.

1.1.2

Altogether, the local highway network and other
local transport infrastructure assets represent by
far the biggest capital asset for the UK public
sector. The East Riding’s transport network is used
daily by the majority of the public and is
fundamental to the economic, social and
environmental wellbeing of the area. It helps to
shape the character and quality of the East Riding
and makes a key contribution to wider local
authority priorities including the economy, social
inclusion, community, road safety, education and
health.

1.2

WHAT IS TRANSPORT ASSET MANAGEMENT?

1.2.1

Transport Asset Management is a strategic approach that identifies the optimal allocation of
resources for the management, operation, preservation and enhancement of the highway
infrastructure to meet the needs of current and future users of the transport network.

1.2.2

The Council’s Transport Asset Management Plan (TAMP) has become an essential part of the
Local Transport Plan, evolving into a separate document in April 2006. The TAMP was revised
in 2011 when the third Local Transport Plan (LTP3) was produced, again in 2015 to reflect the
subsequent fourth Local Transport Plan and again in 2016 to reflect the recommendations in
guidance published by the Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP), and to ensure
the Council receives the maximum allocation from the newly announced Incentive Funding
managed by the Department for Transport (DfT). The TAMP was most recently refreshed in
2019 to take into consideration the new Code of Practice for Highway Maintenance as well as
funding changes which have taken place since 2016.

1.2.3

The latest iteration of the TAMP spans the period 2019 to 2029 to tie in with the Council’s
current Local Plan and Local Transport Plan. This means that all our key local planning and
transport policy documents are fully aligned and integrated. As well as informing the LTP, this
TAMP ensures that our asset management policies are up to date at a time when the shortage
of funding and pressure to deliver best value for money have grown. It is anticipated that the
Council’s robust approach to transport asset management, as set out in this TAMP, will allow
the authority to deliver high value for money with the limited resources available.

1.2.4

The intention of the TAMP is to maximise the efficient use of resources and future investment,
both capital and revenue, to assist the Council in achieving a high level of service provision to
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local communities and residents. The primary policy of the Council’s TAMP is therefore as
follows:
Figure 1.1: Transport Asset Management Policy Statement

The Council will work with partners to implement a
systematic approach to the asset management of the Council’s
transport network considering ‘Safety’, ‘Serviceability’ and
‘Sustainability’
1.2.5

In line with guidance published by the Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme, a separate
asset management policy and strategy have also been developed and are available to view on the
Council’s website alongside the TAMP and supporting appendices. The asset management policy
is ‘a short and concise document that describes the principles adopted in applying asset management
to achieve the authority’s strategic objectives’ (p24, Highways Infrastructure Asset Management
Guidance, HMEP, 2013). The strategy sets out ‘how highway infrastructure asset management is
delivered for the authority to meet its long term corporate goals and objectives’ (p25). Effectively, both
documents are a summary of the information set out within the TAMP.

1.3

PLAN STRUCTURE

1.3.1

The Council’s TAMP has been structured using guidance set out in the recent code of practice
issued by the Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP). The structure of the plan is
also compliant with PAS 55 (specification for the optimised management of physical assets).

1.3.2

The TAMP is based around seven asset types, as recommended in the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) 'Infrastructure Assets Code'. This ensures consistent
classification of highway assets across the country. This TAMP covers each of the seven asset
types in detail, plus an additional non-highway element based around supporting infrastructure.
The transport asset types are shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The transport asset types

Carriageways
• Pavement
• Laybys
• Traffic
Calming
• Fords
• Kerbs
• Lining
• Road Studs
• Drainage
• Fences
• Small
Retaining
Walls
• Earthworks
• Verge

Footways and
Cycleways
• Footways
• Pedestrian
Areas
• Footpaths
• Cycleways

Structures
• Bridges
>1.5m
• Culverts >
0.9m
• Retaining
Walls
• Structural
Earthworks
• Tunnel
• Subway
• High Mast
Columns

Street Lighting
• Columns
• Illuminated
Bollards
• Illuminated
Traffic Signs
• Ancillary
Electrical

Street
Furniture

Traffic
Management

• Traffic Signs
• Nameplates
• Safety Fences
• Ped Barriers
• Cattle Grids
• Gates
• Trees
• Bus Shelters
• Seating
• Bins
• Bollards
• Grit Bins
• Weather
Stations

• Traffic Signals
• Zebra
Crossings
• Controlled
Crossings
• VMS / VAS
• RTPI
• Safety
Cameras
• Automatic
Traffic
Counters
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Highway
Land
• Land

Non Highway
Assets
• Car Parks
• Bus
• Rail

1.3.3

The CIPFA code classifies highway assets in three levels:
 Asset Types - broad categories based on the general function of the assets. They divide
the asset base into asset categories that may be suitable for reporting in the financial
statement and provide an appropriate basis for high-level management information.
 Asset Groups - used to distinguish between assets that have a similar function and form.
 Components - distinguishes between components that, when systems become well
developed, may require individual depreciation and impairment models, such as different
service lives and/or rates of deterioration.

1.3.4

This TAMP contains a dedicated management strategy for each of the seven asset types, plus
the non-highway element. Each strategy is structured as follows:
 Policy context for the asset, explaining how maintaining the asset will help to achieve our
Corporate Priorities and LTP objectives;
 Strategy aim and classification of components within the asset group;
 Quantities and condition of each element of the asset;
 Management framework for maintaining the asset;
 Valuation of the existing asset base, including the gross replacement cost; and
 Lifecycle plan identifying and costing potential capital works and their projected timing.
This provides the information required to undertake long-term expenditure forecasting and
financial modelling.

1.3.5

1.3.6

In addition to the main document a number of supporting documents have been prepared to
support the TAMP and the delivery of our highway maintenance programme. These are as
follows:


Appendix A: Data Management Strategy – sets out how the authority’s corporate
Information Strategy is applied to the collection, retention and review of highway asset data.



Appendix B: Network Resilience Plan – the authority’s plan to minimise disruption and
assist recovery during and after the failure of the network due to exceptional circumstances.



Appendix C: Communications Plan – the authority’s plan for consultation, reporting
and communicating the delivery of the highway service.



Appendix D: Risk Assessments – broad appraisal of the highway asset types within the
context of the Council’s corporate governance arrangements.

The development of these supplementary documents follows the recommendations in HMEP’s
Highways Infrastructure Asset Management Guidance and the inquiry lines of the DfT’s Incentive
Fund self-assessment questionnaire. Further information on the Plan structure is included below.

QUANTITY & QUALITY
1.3.7

In order to make clear financial decisions, the Council needs to understand the value and
condition of the highway asset it is responsible for. The TAMP describes the process used to
quantify the asset for each of the seven asset types set out above, and, where appropriate
provides an asset valuation. Processes generally follow the CIPFA code, allowing annual
reporting to form part of the Council’s Whole Government Accounting submission. Assets will
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deteriorate and the valuation takes account of asset depreciation within its assessment of the
asset type.
1.3.8

For each asset type, a method is set out to determine the current condition of the asset. This
is essential to provide data on the 'base state' of the asset and to monitor the annual
deterioration. In the long-term this will provide more robust data for more accurate forecasting
of asset performance.

1.3.9

This structured approach to appraising asset quantity and quality combined with clear asset
categories is also essential to developing effective inspection regimes.

LIFECYCLE PLANS
1.3.10 Effective asset management needs appropriate inventory data plus up-to-date local cost and
condition information. It also requires an understanding of how assets or components
deteriorate and, in particular, when they will have to be replaced or treated.
1.3.11 Management and maintenance strategies should be based on a lifecycle plan and designed to
optimise value over the lifecycle. The CIPFA 'Infrastructure Assets Code' sets out a financial
modelling approach which, with the application of professional accounting practice, is designed
to bring all these elements together in a consistent, systematic way.
1.3.12 Figure 1.3 summarises the key inputs, processes and outputs used by the Code in modelling
financial information.
Figure 1.3: Modelling financial information
Inventory and total useful lives

Develop inventory components and groupings

Treatment options, unit cost rates
and local service standards

Develop lifecycle plans

Condition information and
deterioration modelling

Identify treatment points and costs over the
lifecycle

Financial information for:

Asset management

Financial management and
expenditure planning

Depreciation

1.3.13 The lifecycle plan identifies and costs all the planned works and their projected timing, and so
provides the information needed to undertake long-term expenditure forecasting and to
undertake a variety of financial modelling.
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1.3.14 The lifecycle of an asset covers the following stages:
Creation of a new asset – This may include an asset such as a new bridge, new lamp column
or sign post, or a series of new assets such as the construction of a new road.
Routine maintenance – This is the reactive and cyclic activity to maintain the asset over time.
Examples include surface dressing, pothole repairs, and changing street light luminaires. Effective
routine maintenance has the potential to extend asset life.
Renewal or replacement – This is the process of restoring the asset back to the required
standard after it has deteriorated. This generally requires capital expenditure, unless it is a
smaller item of highway inventory, in which case it could be replaced as part of routine
maintenance.
Decommissioning of the asset – Highway infrastructure assets are rarely decommissioned.
However, there are instances where some assets are removed from service. This may include
the legal process of stopping up areas of the highway, closing bridges or removing street lighting,
signs and barriers.
INVESTMENT OPTIONS
1.3.15 The TAMP investment options have been developed in the context of the financial constraints
faced by all local authorities. These options generally fall into one of the following four
categories:
 Do minimum;
 Acceptable;
 Steady state; and
 Disposal.
1.3.16 A combination of investment options may be appropriate, even including disposal of the asset.
In the current challenging financial climate, the Council has had to accept that not all demands
can be met and that some assets will have to deteriorate in order to support the necessity of
others.
1.3.17 In appraising the investment options, the Council has made use of the Lifecycle Planning Toolkit
developed by the DfT through the HMEP (see Figure1.4). Published in November 2012, the
Toolkit supports strategic level planning decisions including the following:
 Assessing the impact of different levels of funding on asset performance and asset
maintenance needs;
 Investigating current and future levels of funding required to achieve a given condition or
performance target for the asset;
 Identifying the levels of funding required to minimise whole life costs; and
 Allocating resources to assets and treatment types to manage whole life costs.
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Figure 1.4: Lifecycle Toolkits

1.3.18 Appropriate lifecycle planning endeavours to anticipate the future performance of the asset
under various scenarios. Where possible, this analysis will take into account operational costs
as well as maintenance and renewal costs and any other significant factors or constraints. The
resultant end product will be a series of ‘options and consequences' with different possible
costed outcomes.
1.3.19 Because the financial information produced can be summarised for the lifecycle, the process
supports a whole life cost approach, rather than simply looking at the cost of the next treatment.
This provides a starting position from which to assess the cost consequences of alternative
scenarios, for example the trade-offs between cheaper, more frequent maintenance treatments
or allowing the asset to deteriorate until it requires a single, more fundamental treatment.
1.3.20 It is essential that the funding the Council receives from the DfT is invested to provide best
value for money while supporting those assets that offer the greatest contribution to meeting
the Council’s Corporate Priorities and LTP objectives as well as our statutory obligations. After
appraising investment options described above, the Council has determined that the capital
allocations set out in Table 2 on Page 5 makes best use of the available funding.
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
1.3.21 The TAMP must be flexible and able to adapt as the context changes and lessons are learnt. For
example, assumptions that traffic growth will be continued and uninterrupted have been shown
to be incorrect, with an overall fall of around 4% in vehicle flows on A and B roads between
2008 and 2013. Although this downward trend has now reversed, this highlights the need for
cost effective and robust monitoring to revise plans and ensure the best value is obtained for
every pound spent.
1.3.22 The search continues for best practice with regard to the maintenance of the highway
infrastructure to improve efficiency and cost effectiveness. Current recommended practice is
being challenged and there has been some success in trialling innovative and appropriate
practices. Data collection and management of information is also crucial to determining work
prioritisation, the frequency of inspection, lifecycle costing and the good management of the
highway network.
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1.3.23 Periodic reviews of the TAMP every two years, linked to LTP reviews where appropriate, may
lead to the identification of actions to correct any deficiencies in the process or to improve the
efficiency of the plan. Improvement actions include:
 Reviewing the asset management strategy for an asset type;
 Reviewing the method of prioritisation;
 Creating or improving a process to ensure it is applied consistently;
 Developing improved competence levels through training of staff;
 Revising and implementing the asset management planning processes to improve efficiency;
 Reviewing service provision arrangements; and
 Implementing data quality improvements.
1.3.24 The development or review of performance targets may identify the need to improve the
condition of one or more assets to create a more efficient asset management process. This in
turn will affect investment decisions and the valuation of that asset.
MONITORING PERFORMANCE
1.3.25 The process of setting and measuring performance levels is crucial to the asset management
process. The objectives of evaluating performance can be summarised as follows:
 Provide a systematic approach to measure progress in the implementation of asset
management;
 Set levels of service and performance targets to enable auditing and monitoring of the
delivery of the asset management strategy;
 Demonstrate how funding is being used effectively to meet the levels of service and
performance targets;
 Provide the link between corporate vision, asset management strategy, levels of service and
maintenance operations;
 Facilitate effective communications with stakeholders by demonstrating performance
against their requirements; and
 Demonstrate any shortfalls in funding.
1.3.26 For each asset type, a series of key indicators has been set out to appraise the function and
performance of the asset type. The indicators selected are generally collected by local
authorities across the country and are publicly available to allow comparison with neighbouring
authorities.
RISK MANAGEMENT
1.3.27 Risk management is a key part of the Council’s corporate governance arrangements. The risk
management process helps us to meet the requirements of the Accounts and Audit Regulations
(2011) while supporting the Council’s Annual Governance Statement and ensuring the Council
understands and manages the risks it faces at a strategic, service, partnership and project level.
The overall objective of risk management is to minimise the likelihood of injury, damage and loss
and to ensure business continuity.
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1.3.28 The process of risk management follows the seven key stages described in the Council's Risk
Management Strategy, reviewed and approved by Cabinet in September 2011. Appendix D to
the TAMP includes the risk assessments for the seven transport asset types. Each of these
assessments is held within the Council's Risk Register and is regularly reviewed.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND CLIMATE CHANGE
1.3.29 Transport assets are affected directly by both the impacts of a changing climate, and the
measures taken by Council to reduce its own environmental impact. The latest projections of
climate change predict hotter drier summers; greater annual rainfall; colder winters; higher sea
levels and; in general, the potential for more extreme weather conditions.
1.3.30 The impact of these extremes will affect the service life of the infrastructure, such as asphalts,
but also require the infrastructure to operate in a wider range of circumstances. In exceptional
cases, the highway infrastructure will be relied upon in severe weather events such as flooding
or poor winters for access and the support of the emergency services and local communities. It
is essential that the critical infrastructure is resilient to the potential threats of climate change.
1.3.31 We will continue to review our management and maintenance of the highway network to ensure
that assets are best prepared for climate change and that the impact of their operation on the
environment is minimised.
Figure 1.5: TAMP Climate Change Policy Statement

The Council will continue to review our management and
maintenance of the highway network to ensure that assets are
best prepared for climate change and that the impact of their
operation on the environment is minimised.
1.3.32 This Council will continue to employ and improve techniques to reduce consumption of energy
and raw materials such as applying energy-efficient lighting sources, encouraging recycling of
aggregates and minimising the levels of waste within the maintenance and routine operation of
the highways.
1.3.33 The Council has an environmental policy which sets out our approach to managing climate
change and ensures that this is coordinated across the Council. The TAMP and future updates
will take account of these emerging climate change requirements.
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CARRIAGEWAYS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1

A carriageway is part of the highway, usually
with a hard, sealed surface and used
primarily, but not exclusively, for the
movement of vehicular traffic.

2.1.2

East Riding of Yorkshire Council manages a
highway network of approximately 2,206
miles (3,551km) of carriageway, which
supports 222 million journeys a year. The
carriageway is by far the most visible
highway asset and makes up over 75% of the
East Riding's highway value. Being a
predominantly rural authority means that, in
some instances where the routes are not as
heavily trafficked as an urban authority,
some funding (based on traffic volume) is
also lower. The challenge for the authority is
to manage the extensive network with
limited resources.

2.1.3

The DfT acknowledges the issues faced by local authorities who must maintain their road
network while coping with a significant reduction in resources. The potential long-term effects
of this are highlighted in the DfT’s ‘Action for Roads’ report published in July 2013:
"Without action, there is a real risk that the condition of the local highway network will deteriorate
at a rate that cannot be checked. This would lead to more road casualties, road closures, weight or
width restrictions, longer journey times and more insurance claims from motorists, all of which have
a negative effect on the economy and growth. The costs of fixing the roads will rise exponentially if
problems are left unattended – so holding back from work is truly a false economy."

DfT, 'Action for Roads', July 2013

2.1.4

The carriageway asset is made up of a number of components, each of which needs to work
effectively in order for the Council to provide the best highway service. Management of this
asset includes the maintenance of pavement and drainage. Improving the management of these
elements through the development of robust inventory and maintenance records is crucial to
the overall success of the TAMP.

2.1.5

This element of the TAMP is also important in ensuring that the Council meets the network
management duty for local authorities to “proactively manage the expeditious movement of traffic
on their road network”.
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2.2

POLICY

2.2.1

The TAMP includes individual strategies for each asset type. An effective strategy for managing
the carriageway asset will contribute towards achieving the Council's Corporate Priorities, as
set out in the East Riding of Yorkshire Council Business Plan, and the objectives of the LTP.

2.2.2

The management of the carriageway asset will support the Corporate Priorities by:
 Growing the Economy by providing an efficient network which supports economic
activity and regeneration, reducing delays, congestion, ensuring that the East Riding is a
great place to invest in, live, work and visit;
 Valuing our environment by adopting sustainable maintenance practices, reducing
carbon emissions, traffic noise and congestion, developing our infrastructure and
safeguarding our heritage;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by providing a safe and healthy environment and
supporting access to health, wellbeing and social care services,
 Protecting the Vulnerable by providing infrastructure that aides the movement of the
vulnerable and carers and supports public transport; and
 Helping children and young people achieve by ensuring the highway network
provides safe links to leisure facilities, education and training and employment in the East
Riding

2.2.3

This carriageway asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more specific
transport objectives set out within the LTP by:
 Facilitating mobility to encourage regeneration and growth;
 Providing an efficient highway network with reliable journey times, reducing carbon
emissions and congestion;
 Facilitating the safe movement of road users and improving road safety;
 Improving access to key services; and
 Minimising congestion by reducing delays.

2.2.4

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’

2.3

STRATEGY

2.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing the carriageway asset will complement
the overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and outlined above. In
respect of the carriageway asset:
Figure 2.1: Carriageway Asset Strategy Statement

The Council will aim to manage the carriageways so that the
public can travel safely and with minimal disruption or delay.
We will do what is reasonably possible to ensure that the
strategic routes remain open to public use.
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2.3.2

For the purposes of Asset Management, the carriageway asset has been broken down into a
number of groups and components following the classification shown in Table 2.2. Some
components, such as fences and hedges, are typically not the responsibility of the highway
authority, but there are occasional exceptions. Only those assets that exist and are maintainable
at public expense are considered within the TAMP.
Table 2.2: Carriageway Components
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(Asset Type)

(Asset Groups)

(Components)

Carriageway

Carriageway Area (square metre)

Pavement layers

Flexible pavements
Flexible composite pavements
Rigid concrete pavements
Rigid composite pavements

Earthworks
Retaining walls <1.35m
Traffic calming
Fords

Linear elements

Road drainage (not large structures)
Line markings
Road studs
Kerbs
Hard Strip
Verges
Hedges
Boundary fences

2.4

MANAGEMENT

2.4.1

The ‘Action for Roads’ report sets out the challenges that Councils have to meet in managing
the local road network:

“Maintaining this network has become harder in recent years, partly as a result of rising energy and
oil prices. Highways maintenance is energy intensive, and oil-based products make up a big part of
the materials used to fix or improve road surfaces. The severe weather the country has encountered
over the last few years – snow, extreme low temperatures, flooding and, in some areas, drought –
has also led to accelerated deterioration in the condition of the highway network. This has come at
a time when some local authorities are facing significant financial pressures."
DfT, 'Action for Roads', July 2013

CATEGORIES
2.4.2

The carriageway in the East Riding of Yorkshire has been classified in the categories shown in
Table 2.3, reflecting the level of usage and traffic type on the roads. The categories are used to
determine relevant maintenance regimes for each section of highway, identify intervention levels
and determine treatment types. Typically, roads with a higher category are maintained to a
higher standard and defects are treated earlier in their development.
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2.4.3

The Council does categorise the roads for other purposes such as traffic management and
winter maintenance. Whilst the networks typically assign a common level of priority to a street,
there are exceptions. It is the Council's intention to ensure that the hierarchies are as
harmonious as possible and offer consistent management of the asset.

2.4.4

For operational purposes, the network is broken down into six categories generally following
the publicly recognised road classifications while reflecting the typical function and scale of use.
The categories 1 to 4b, illustrated in Table 2.3 below, follow the specific descriptions laid out in
the Well Managed Highway Infrastructure Code of Practice
Table 2.3: Carriageway Network Hierarchy

Category

Road
Classification

Hierarchy use

Road use type (general description)

Motorway

Limited access motorway regulations

Strategic Route

Trunk and some Principal A roads between primary
destinations

Main
Distributor

Major Urban Network and inter-Primary Links,
short - medium distance traffic

Secondary
Distributor

Classified road (B and C class) and unclassified
urban bus routes carrying local traffic with frontage
access and frequent junctions

4a

Link Road

Roads linking between the Main and Secondary
Distributor Network with frontage access and
frequent junctions

4b

Local Access
Road

Roads serving limited numbers of properties
(typically <150) carrying predominantly access
traffic

5

Back Lanes

'Motorable' surface roads which have limited
weekly usage

6

Un-metalled
Roads

Rural single access roads. Generally not used by
public motor vehicles

1

M

2
A
3a
3b

B/C/
Unclassified
bus routes

Unclassified

2.4.5

Although not identified in the Code of Practice, the DfT requires the Council to report the
hard-surfaced road length by road classification including ‘back lanes’. For this reason two
additional categories have been created to cover the composition of the network in the East
Riding and support these distinctions.

2.5

QUANTITIES

2.5.1

There are 3,550km of carriageway in the East Riding of Yorkshire, 3,405km of constructed
routes and 146km of unmetalled highways (see Figure 2.4). The Council has established a road
length database, based on road centreline, covering the highway network. This information is
used in the Council's annual report of road length (R199b). To develop improved asset
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inventory, the Council has undertaken an exercise determining carriageway width. Based on OS
Mastermap data, polygons have been extracted and associated to specific highways.
2.5.2

Table 2.5 shows how the carriageway is distributed amongst the different categories of route.
Figure 2.4: Road Network

Table 2.5: Carriageway Road Length

2.5.3

Road Classification

Length (km)

Area (m2)

A Urban

100

850,595

A Rural

272

2,201,499

B Urban

117

862,914

B Rural

218

1,392,461

C Urban

210

1,344,870

C Rural

723

3,541,725

Unclassified Urban

981

5,492,138

Unclassified Rural

784

2,821,752

Total

3,405

18,507,955

The figures show that the Council manages a large, predominantly rural, network. Only 1,407km
(41%) of the road network is classed as urban (with a speed limit of 40mph or less) compared
to an average within Yorkshire and Humber region of 71%. The East Riding has one of the lowest
proportions of urban classified road in Yorkshire (see Figure 2.6).
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2.5.4

The two predominant factors in the determination of local highway authority funding are the
total road length and the length within a built-up area. Revenue funding doubles for an urban
road.

Hull

Sheffield

Leeds

Wakefield

NE Lincs

Kirklees

Bradford

Rotherham

Calderdale

Barnsley

York

Doncaster

The East Riding also has a classified road network of almost double the regional average (see
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7). The local C classification road network is needed to support the
smaller settlements around the East Riding. However, the size of the C road network places
pressure on the maintenance of the public highway.
Figure 2.7: Proportion of C roads across the Yorkshire and Humber region
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Figure 2.6: Proportion of the road network in urban areas across the Yorkshire and Humber region

Table 2.8: Proportion of road types within the East Riding and other Yorkshire and Humber local authorities
Local
Authority

Detrunked
Roads

Principal
A Roads

Principal A
Dual
Roads

B
Roads

C
Roads

Unclassified
Roads

Back
Lanes

York

2.9%

6.3%

0.4%

3.8%

16.7%

67.6%

2.2%

East Riding

1.8%

8.6%

0.8%

9.7%

27.0%

51.4%

0.7%

Leeds

1.7%

7.7%

2.2%

2.5%

4.9%

79.0%

1.9%

Bradford

1.7%

6.0%

1.4%

3.8%

6.2%

76.6%

4.3%

North
Lincolnshire

1.6%

9.5%

1.6%

11.9%

24.1%

50.3%

1.0%

North
Yorkshire

0.8%

8.7%

-

7.9%

33.0%

49.0%

0.5%

Rotherham

0.8%

8.4%

1.8%

8.3%

15.5%

64.1%

1.1%

North East
Lincs

0.2%

11.4%

1.7%

5.2%

13.1%

67.8%

0.6%

Barnsley

-

10.6%

-

6.1%

13.4%

67.1%

2.8%

Kirklees

-

10.6%

-

4.6%

7.8%

75.4%

1.7%

Wakefield

-

10.4%

1.5%

6.3%

9.4%

69.9%

2.5%

Calderdale

-

9.0%

0.7%

2.8%

8.8%

76.4%

2.4%

Doncaster

-

8.1%

-

3.3%

15.5%

72.7%

0.5%

Sheffield

-

7.2%

2.0%

5.0%

12.4%

73.1%

0.5%

Hull

-

4.1%

-

1.2%

9.6%

75.1%

10.0%

Regional
Average

0.8%

8.4%

0.9%

5.5%

14.5%

67.7%

2.2%

2.5.6

The carriageway network grows annually by approximately 4km (0.12%), predominantly through
the adoption of roads in new residential estates. These new roads tend to be urban unclassified
local access roads.

2.5.7

Based on lifecycle investment, this growth results in an additional pressure of £16,000 capital
and £6,000 revenue on our budgets each year.
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2.6

CONDITION

2.6.1

Road condition is assessed annually to assist in prioritising investment in the management of the
network. Road condition also forms part of the Government's data requirements from local
authorities. Greater coverage and detail is given to the higher classified roads.

NETWORK SURVEYS
2.6.2

In common with other highway authorities, the Council has a programme of network surveys
using SCANNER (Surface Condition Assessment of the National Network of Roads) on
classified roads and Coarse Visual Inspection on unclassified routes. The programme is shown
in Table 2.9.
Table 2.9: 2019/20 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Survey Programme
Network

Survey Method

Annual Length Surveyed

Indicator Calculation

A Roads

SCANNER

100% of A network

1 year dataset

B Roads

SCANNER

100% of B network

1 year dataset

C Roads

SCANNER

50% of C network

2 year dataset

Unclassified Roads

Coarse Visual Inspection

50% of network

2 year dataset

SCANNER SURVEY
2.6.3

SCANNER surveys provide consistent and reliable information on the condition of the
carriageways, collecting data at traffic speed covering large lengths of highway in a single year.
The survey is machine based and collects data on 1,200 points over a 4m width for every 10cm
travelled. This data is then compiled into 10m sections giving data on:
 Crossfall profile;
 Longitudinal profile;
 Radius;
 Road texture;
 Ride quality;
 Wheeltrack rut depth; and
 Crack intensity.

2.6.4

SCANNER surveys have been carried out on local authority 'A' roads since 2004/05 and 'B' and
'C' roads since 2005/06. The Council contracts out this specialist survey to one of the few
companies certified by Government to carry out the work and is working with the contractor
to make best use of the information supplied.
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COARSE VISUAL INSPECTIONS (CVI)
2.6.5

Because of the size of the SCANNER vehicle and expense of the survey, a more simplified
assessment is undertaken of the unclassified roads, known as a Coarse Visual Inspection (CVI).
The simplified observations cover:
 Wheel track cracking;
 Wearing course deterioration;
 Settlement;
 Rutting; and
 Edge deterioration.

2.6.6

The Council has continued to evaluate the condition of the unclassified roads in order to assist
in the management of this large asset type. The Council informally shares this information with
the APSE and NHT Performance Management Framework who undertakes a national datagathering exercise which is supported by over 80% of local highway authorities.

2.6.7

The Council is trialling an innovative alternative method of capturing condition information with
the intention of providing more robust quantitive information that can be readily repeated.

SIDEWAY - FORCE COEFFICIENT ROUTINE INVESTIGATION MACHINE (SCRIM)
2.6.8

The Council has adopted a Skid Resistance Policy based on the available national guidance (CSS
228 and Well Managed Highways) and engages in regular surveys of the A and B road network
to establish that an appropriate level of skid resistance is provided throughout the life of the
surface (see Table 2.10).
Table 2.10: Skid resistance survey frequencies by road type

2.6.9

Network

Survey Method

Annual Length Surveyed

Indicator Calculation

A Roads

SCRIM

100% of A network

1 year dataset

B Roads

SCRIM

50% of B network

2 year dataset

C Roads

SCANNER

50% of C network

2 year dataset

The Council has adopted a single annual survey method to determine the Characteristic SCRIM
Coefficient (CSC) for 10m subsections of the network. Under this procedure, the whole of the
A road network will be surveyed once each year. The B road network will be surveyed every
two years.

2.6.10 For the C road network, regular safety inspections supplement failings identified through routine
monitoring of Sensor Measured Texture Depth, which forms part of the SCANNER survey.
Regular visual safety inspections identify failings on the unclassified network.
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HIGHWAY SAFETY INSPECTIONS
2.6.11 In addition to the network level condition assessment, the
Council undertakes regular safety inspections to confirm that
the highway is not dangerous for traffic. The Council has
prepared a local Highway Inspection Manual, following the
guidance of the code of practice, which allows the Council to
operate a consistent approach..
2.6.12 These surveys direct the timing and location of reactive
maintenance work carried out. The effectiveness of the
Council's reactive maintenance work relies on the accuracy
and efficiency of the safety inspections which are carried out
at the frequencies shown in Table 2.12 below.
Figure 2.11: ERYC Highway Inspections
Road type

Category

Frequency

Strategic Route

2

1 month

Main Distributor

3(a)

1 month

Secondary Distributor

3(b)

1 month

Link Road

4(a)

3 months

Local Access Road

4(b)

1 year

Back Lane

5

1 year

Unmetalled Highway

6

Reactive

Table 2.12: East Riding of Yorkshire Council carriageway inspection frequency (2019/20)

CURRENT CONDITION
2.6.13 The current condition of the carriageway network is used to establish planned maintenance and
assist the Council in the delivery of the highway service. The figures below show the percentage
of the road network in need of repair in 2019:

1%

the A road network has a limited number of sites that are above the threshold figure,
typically within urban settlements.

4%

B and C roads have a greater proportion of roads above threshold spread uniformly
across the network (3% on B roads, 5% on C roads).

24%

Unclassified roads have a greater proportion again, which is split between structural
defects (2%), edge defects (10%) and surface defects (18%).
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2.7

VALUATION

2.7.1

Accurately valuing the carriageway asset is complex due to the range and variation in
depreciation of components. The Council has used available guidance to develop an estimate
based on an audit of a sample of the highway network, which is extended each year. This has
provided an estimated Gross Replacement Cost (GRC) of over £3 billion (see Table 2.13).
Table 2.13: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity (km)

Gross Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost
(£000's)

Carriageway

3,405

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

A Urban

100

£199,084

£189,942

A Rural

272

£408,570

£332,008

B Urban

117

£196,721

£181,652

B Rural

218

£220,284

£206,791

C Urban

210

£273,646

£235,903

C Rural

722

£497,786

£395,140

Unclassified Urban

981

£990,395

£823,971

Unclassified Rural

784

£385,748

£248,631

Footways and Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£727,795

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

Street Furniture

Estimates

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

£3,649

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major
Assets (excludes Highway Land)

£4,698,932

2.7.2

Whilst the highway network is predominantly rural in nature, the value of the asset is evenly
split between the urban and rural networks.

2.7.3

The greatest single asset group is the 981km of urban unclassified road. Not only is there a
greater proportion of unclassified roads in built up areas, but growth in the road network is
predominantly urban unclassified.

2.7.4

The second greatest asset group by length is rural unclassified, but due to narrower width and
lower associated maintenance rates than urban counterparts, the replacement cost is less than
half that of the urban unclassifieds.

2.7.5

With an asset value of £3.2 billion, 70% of the total highway asset valuation, the carriageway is
by far the most valuable highway asset for which the Council is responsible. Even a minor
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variation in quantity or condition will result in a difference in the overall asset value which is the
equivalent of the street lighting and traffic management assets combined. It is therefore essential
that the quantities of the carriageway asset are well established through accurate measurements
and robust condition assessments.
2.7.6

The annual depreciation of the carriageway asset (also known as in-year charge) amounts to an
estimated £21m.

2.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

2.8.1

As the largest highway asset, it is essential that carriageway maintenance is considered
thoroughly to ensure that the available funds can be allocated most effectively. Any strategy for
maintenance must consider not just the current condition but what impact the strategy will have
on future years.

ROAD SURFACING FREQUENCY
2.8.2

Taking into account the kind of surfacing materials, the type of road, and the amount and type
of traffic, the ideal frequency of road resurfacing is between 10 and 20 years. This maintains an
appropriate level of grip, which is vital for road safety, and guards against freeze-thaw effects by
maintaining a weatherproof seal on the road surface.

2.8.3

Nationally, this ideal length of time between resurfacing is only achieved on principal roads in
London where the average time before resurfacing is reported as 19 years. Table 2.14 below
shows the average length of time nationally before roads are resurfaced.
Table 2.14: Average length of time between resurfacing (by area type)
Category of road

London

England

ERYC

Principal roads

19 yrs

37 yrs

8 yrs

Non-principal roads

24 yrs

56 yrs

20 yrs

Unclassified roads

29 yrs

99 yrs

51 yrs

Data from the ALARM survey 2018

2.8.4

The East Riding has a significant unclassified road network, supporting a disparate population
that experience very low traffic flows. This large network makes it a challenge to deliver
appropriate treatments at appropriate times.

PLANNED/REACTIVE MAINTENANCE
2.8.5

Limited planned maintenance leads to greater reactive maintenance which, if left unchecked, can
spiral out of control. In April 2012, HMEP (a DfT funded transformation programme) issued a
report entitled ‘Potholes review – prevention and a better cure’.

2.8.6

Amongst the 17 recommendations, the review stated that local highway authorities should adopt
the principle that 'prevention is better than cure' in determining a balance between structural,
preventative and reactive maintenance activities in order to improve the resilience of the
highway network and minimise the occurrence of potholes.
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2.8.7

The Council’s current budget proportions for road maintenance have reduced reactive spend
to 17% of the highway service’s annual capital and revenue investment (see Figure 2.15). The
figure is consistent with the national average and appears to be an acceptable proportion. The
Council will continue to monitor levels of reactive spend to inform investment strategies.
Figure 2.15: Reactive/Planned Budget Split

17%
reactive
planned

83%

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
2.8.8

Typically the Council annually adopts 4km of additional urban unclassified highway. Most
commonly, the Council acquires new carriageway through adoption of housing and business
developments. Following a Section 38 agreement including agreed specifications for the
construction materials, depths, widths, and overall layout of the proposed roads, the road
typically is adopted after a maintenance period. Until the satisfactory completion of this period
the road is still private, and the responsibility for upkeep remains with the developers.

2.8.9

The Council occasionally acquires new roads through its own major infrastructure projects such
as the improvement of Shiptonthorpe roundabout on the A1079 (completion 2020).

2.8.10 In all cases, it is essential that the continuing maintenance of these assets is considered, and
where appropriate funding supplemented through the use of Commuted Sums. It is also
important that these additions are correctly recorded through the CONFIRM system to develop
an accurate inventory and better management of the carriageway asset.
LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
2.8.11 Once highway status is established, highways generally may not be disposed of without due legal
process. Highway rights may be 'stopped up' or removed using relevant parts of the Highways
Act or Town and Country Planning Act.
2.8.12 Carriageways considered unnecessary for public use may be stopped up, although the process
is rarely used. Recent stopping up events have predominantly been for small proportions of the
full highway width, leaving the carriageway open. There are opportunities to have public rights
reduced, for example removing public vehicular rights, but only following suitable consultation.
2.8.13 It is important that these changes are correctly recorded so that the public can enjoy the correct
public rights along the route.
2.8.14 Whilst remaining a public carriageway, there is still the opportunity to modify the classification
of the route to better reflect its place in the road hierarchy. In 2012 the DfT devolved the
setting of road classification to local highway authorities. This has allowed the Council more
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flexibility to reflect local conditions. The Council has already made modifications by reclassifying
the A1035 to Hornsea to mirror the Local Plan’s strategic network and we are considering
further modifications to the A road network to help influence driver behaviour.
2.8.15 There are further opportunities to restructure the existing road classifications around the area
to provide a more consistent and sustainable hierarchy. This could help to tackle the
disproportionately large C road network whilst retaining access to houses, services and other
facilities.
2.8.16 The East Riding also suffers from the natural loss of highway through coastal erosion. As the
fastest receding in Europe, the authority unfortunately has to accept that land will be lost to the
sea. To plan for the future, the Council has produced the East Riding Integrated Coastal Zone
Management Plan and developing a revised Coastal Strategy to consider the consequences of a
receding coastline. The Council's management of highway infrastructure along the coast will be
led by the policies set out in the ICZMP and will generally relocate rather than defend the
existing asset.
LIFECYCLE OPTION APPRAISAL
2.8.17 Good practice in asset management requires that the strategy for maintaining an asset should
be based on appropriate lifecycle planning that endeavours to anticipate the future performance
of the asset under various scenarios. Where possible, this analysis should take into account
operational costs as well as maintenance and renewal costs and any other significant factors or
constraints, and the end product will be a series of 'options and consequences' for different
possible costed outcomes.
LIFECYCLE: LIFESPANS
2.8.18 In order to understand the financial implications of the highway infrastructure, a simple model
has been constructed to establish the whole life costs in maintaining the structure of the asset.
A lifecycle was completed using lifespans for different treatments, determined from Council
records, as shown in Table 2.16.
Table 2.16: Average lifespans (years) for carriageway treatments
Road Classification Hierarchy
A

B and C

Unclassified

2

3a

3b

4a

4b

Surface dressing

8

8

10

15

15

Thin surfacing/micro asphalt

13

12

13

14

12

Surface course overlay/inlay

13

12

13

14

12

Resurface (surface and binder)

15

14

15

16

14

60

60

70

100

100

Surface Treatments

Resurfacing

Rehabilitation
Reconstruction
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2.8.19 Using the lifespans and a planned approach to maintenance, indicative ideal investments have
been established for each carriageway category (see Table 2.17). These have been used to inform
annual maintenance allocations. The planned investment shown in Table 2.17 demonstrates that
ideally £20.4m should be invested in the planned maintenance of the carriageway infrastructure.
Table 2.17: Ideal planned investment in carriageways
Capital
A Roads

Revenue

Total

U 940,400

302,147

1,242,547

R 1,508,815

751,807

2,260,622

1,053,954

3,503,169

U 626,120

137,112

763,232

R 891,567

751,807

1,643,374

1,517,687

888,919

2,406,606

U 1,286,891

491,704

1,778,595

R 2,605,875

1,778,088

4,383,963

3,892,766

2,269,792

6,162,558

U 4,045,181

1,499,854

5,545,035

R 1,674,356

1,097,299

2,771,655

5,719,538

2,597,153

8,316,691

13,579,205

6,809,818

20,389,024

2,449,215
B Roads

C Roads

Unclassified Roads

2.8.20 To further develop lifecycle appraisal, the Council has made use of the HMEP Lifecycle Planning
Toolkit, using a statistical deterioration of the asset to determine the state of the network and
assess the consequences of particular lifecycle approaches.

LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: DO MINIMUM
2.8.21 Under the requirements of the Highways Act 1980 (Section 41), East Riding of Yorkshire
Council has a duty to maintain the highway. To maintain the highway to minimum acceptable
standards the Council would have to employ a reactive maintenance policy. This would lead to
a rapid deterioration of the carriageway network and progressively increasing expenditure on
costly reactive maintenance (see Figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.18: Carriageway Condition with a 'Do Minimum' Approach

2.8.22 Over a 15 year period, the network deteriorates to a state where approximately 50% of the
network is in very poor condition costing an estimated £220m to return to good condition.
Additional costs relating to increased inspection regimes, the risk of defects, reactive
maintenance and insurance payouts will rise whilst the carriageways remain in poor condition.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 2: CONTINUE WITH EXISTING INVESTMENT
2.8.23 Applying the current investment, with attention to the principal road network that support the
economic, safety and environmental objectives of the Council. The effects of maintaining the
current funding have been modelled and the likely results for carriageway condition are shown
in Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Carriageway Condition Maintaining Current Funding
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2.8.24 The Council's current approach stabilises the condition within 10 years, but at a cost. Investment
in preventative treatments will increase the number of highways in good / very good condition
and consequently reduce operation costs of these assets. Whilst the proportion of assets in fair
/ poor condition reduces, a larger proportion will be in very poor condition.
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 3: IMPROVED ASSET
2.8.25 The Council has prepared an alternative option to improve the asset. Modelled on an additional
spend of £33 capital million over five years, the forecast condition stabilises in a more improved
state. The effects on carriageway condition are shown in Figure 2.20. In this option 2.5% of the
network remains in very poor condition, whilst improvements are made to the other bands
leading to 90% of the network described as in very good condition.
Figure 2.20: Carriageway Condition with Additional Funding

LIFECYCLE OPTION 4: SELECTIVE INVESTMENT
2.8.26 The Council has established that the principal road network is key to delivering the Corporate
Priorities and LTP objectives. The routes support the prosperity of the East Riding and provide
essential access to employment, education, healthcare, retail, leisure and business.
Figure 2.21: Carriageway Condition with selective investment
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2.8.27 To support this, the Council submitted a bid for Local Growth Funding to the York, North
Yorkshire and East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership in 2015 for an enhanced programme of
maintenance on our ‘A’ road network. This funding bid was successful and resulted in an
additional £16.7m to invest on ‘A’ roads in the East Riding between 2016/17 and 2020/21. This
is complemented by a local contribution sourced through the LTP maintenance allocation.
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 4: DISPOSAL/MODIFICATION OF ASSET
2.8.28 As set out in section 2.5, the Council has a large proportion of classified roads making up over
48% of the network. To reflect the higher traffic volumes and importance of the classified roads,
they are typically maintained to a higher standard than unclassified roads and inspected more
frequently. By retaining the existing road classification, the limited available funding has to be
distributed over a large network and limits the Council's opportunities to improve the condition
of key access routes. By de-classifying routes with low traffic flows which provide secondary
support, the Council can better address the transport objectives of improving access to key
services.
2.8.29 The Council also maintains unclassified roads whose vehicular use is predominantly private,
where there is limited, if any, public use. A number of routes act only as farm accesses and offer
no benefit to the public. Others are predominantly used by walkers, equestrian and cyclists with
only occasional public vehicular use. There may be the opportunity to modify public rights to
reflect public use and apply a more appropriate maintenance regime. Any modification would
require consultation to ensure that desirable public rights are not removed and to establish
whether the route could be developed into an asset better serving the public.
SCHEME EVALUATION & FUNDING PRIORITISATION
2.8.30 The primary aim of the TAMP is to implement a systematic approach to asset management
considering serviceability, safety and sustainability. In determining the planned maintenance
programme, the Council has therefore considered a weighted evaluation of these factors against
each of the carriageway assets.
2.8.31 Serviceability (65% Classified / 75% Unclassified) - Serviceability has a heavier weighting
than the other two factors. To ensure that the maintenance funding is directed towards routes
in need of repair, a street is assessed based on its current condition and the cost of reactive
repairs to maintain the asset in its current state. Surveys record conditions that, if treated, can
extend the life of the carriageway. These observations form part of the Carriageway Condition
Indicators and a carriageway can 'fail' the assessment as it reaches these early intervention
points.
2.8.32 By repairing carriageway sections with high concentrations of 'failures' the available investment
can make the greatest impact on the life of the network, keep revenue expenditure to a
minimum and reduce costly repairs in the future.
2.8.33 Safety (25% Classified / 15% Unclassified) - Whilst the LTP has a specific road safety
programme, the maintenance prioritisation still considers the accident history of a carriageway,
particularly where the condition of the carriageway may have contributed to the incident. The
maintenance prioritisation also considers any non-injury information received through highway
claims.
2.8.34 Sustainability (10% Classified & Unclassified) - The appraisal considers the continued use
of a carriageway and potential demand. Sustainability is covered at several levels; significantly the
sustainability weightings of the infrastructure are built into the network hierarchy and
carriageway condition indicators. However, an additional weighting is given to schemes with
community support.
2.8.35 Determination of treatment - A prioritised list of sites assessing the above weighted
indicators is then presented to the Council's Design and Operation Teams for site evaluation.
It is at this stage that an engineer determines the correct intervention treatment and timescales
to resolve the identified issues.
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2.9

PERFORMANCE

2.9.1

The condition of principal and non-principal highway are monitored as part of the single data
list (Indicators 130-01 and 130-02 respectively). These indicators assess the proportion of road
network which should be considered for maintenance.

2.9.2

This information is obtained through the survey and inspection processes described in section
2.6 and displayed below in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22: Principal Roads Condition (showing the proportion of the network which should be considered for
maintenance)
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2.9.3

The Council believes that the strategic LTP objectives (including improving access to key
services and supporting economic growth) are best supported by a good principal road (A road)
network. The Council has consistently invested in the A road network to establish good
condition. Condition monitoring of the Principal Road network shows a low percentage of roads
considered for maintenance, typically kept below 2%. This performance places the authority in
the top 25% in the country.

2.9.4

Similarly, the Council has invested significant funds in the B and C road network (Non-Principal
Roads). Despite the large network, the Council has been able to maintain these roads in a
broadly stable state. The proportion of B and C roads in need of repair (4%) means that the
authority is comparable with the average condition in the country.
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Figure 2.23: Non-Principal Roads Condition (showing the proportion of the network which should be considered
for maintenance)
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Whilst funding allocations have been defined to retain classified roads in their current condition,
the balance of carriageway investment has been put into the unclassified road network. This
means that the amount of investment per kilometre of unclassified road is proportionately less
than the investment in the principal and non-principal road network.

Figure 2.24: Unclassified Roads Condition (showing the proportion of the network which should be considered
for maintenance)
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The proportionally lower investment has led to an increased number of unclassified roads where
maintenance should be considered. Appraisal of the condition observations have shown that the
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majority of defects on our unclassified road network (over 60%) relate to surface condition
rather than structural defect. Edge and Structural condition has seen some improvement in
2019/20 following the investment of additional DfT funding at a structural patching programme.
2.9.7

Further improvements will be sought can be made through can be treated by structural patching
and surface dressing (see Figure 2.25). These treatments are cost-effective and postpone the
structural failure of the routes. The Council has invested heavily in a planned surface dressing
programme to reduce the backlog of these defects and ensure that our unclassified roads remain
in reasonable condition.
Figure 2.25: Breakdown of Defects on Unclassified Roads
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2.10 GAP ANALYSIS
2.10.1 Asset information and data management of the carriageway asset is important, as even a variance
of 0.1% can vary the asset value by £3m. A Data Management Strategy has been developed to
ensure accuracy in the recording of carriageway dimensions, improved work processes and data
ownership.
2.10.2 Network condition surveys and routine inspections are essential to determining the carriageway
condition and the urgency of repair. Due to the reliance on this data, the Council will continue
with to undertake regular network surveys and captures inspections electronically in order to
ensure information is up to date and relevant.
2.10.3 Rationalising the existing road classification to reflect current road use will improve the direction
of resources. A review of the road classification is in progress. In addition, adoption of a riskbased inspection regime reflecting the revised classification will make best use of available
resources.
2.10.4 Analysis has shown that current investment falls below ideal levels and the Council has to
manage the network prudently. Careful and considered investment will generally improve the
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condition of the network, but will leave it polarised between very good or very poor. The impact
of the increasing 'very poor' condition band will typically be felt on the unclassified road network.
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FOOTWAYS AND CYCLEWAYS
3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1

As a highway authority, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council maintains a large
network of footways and cycleways of
approximately 1,082 miles (1,742km) to
support pedestrian and cycling trips
around the local authority area.

3.1.2

Pedestrian and cycle routes have been
established over decades and in some
instances no longer meet modern
standards demanded by the public.
Changes in travel patterns mean that
some footways and cycleways are not
well used, while others are becoming
more attractive to those who wish to
travel using healthy and sustainable
modes.

3.1.3

The management of good quality footways and cycleways is important to help promote active
travel and to provide alternatives to journeys by private car, especially for shorter distances.

3.1.4

The benefits of well-maintained footways and cycleways are summarised in the DfT’s guidance
on asset management, as set out below.
"Footways form a very important element of the highway network and the economics of having
good public realm is good for local economic growth. Evidence recognises that investment in walking
and the public realm can increase economic value and economic activity in local areas with well
planned improvements in the public realm able to boost footfall and trading by up to 40%. In
addition, people on foot or cycles also tend to linger longer and spend more."

DfT, 'Gearing up for efficient highway delivery and funding', January 2014

3.2

POLICY

3.2.1

The TAMP includes individual strategies for each asset type. An effective strategy for managing
the footway/cycleway asset will contribute towards achieving the Council's Corporate Priorities,
as set out in the East Riding of Yorkshire Council Business Plan, and the objectives of the LTP.

3.2.2

The management of the footway/cycleway asset will support the Corporate Priorities by:
 Growing the Economy by providing an environment, particularly within towns and urban
areas, which supports increased footfall, economic activity and regeneration, ensuring that
the East Riding is a great place to invest in, live, work and visit
 Valuing our environment by providing alternatives to the car for shorter journeys,
reducing environmental impact through sustainable maintenance practices, reducing carbon
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emissions, traffic noise and congestion whilst responding to climate change, developing our
infrastructure and safeguarding our heritage;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by a safe and healthy environment and by supporting active
travel, walking, cycling and the well being of residents and visitors;
 Protecting the Vulnerable by ensuring the highway network supports access to services
and facilities, particularly for vulnerable people and those who do not own a car;
 Helping children and young people achieve by ensuring the highway network
provides safe links to leisure facilities, education and training and employment in the East
Riding
3.2.3

The footway/cycleway asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more
specific transport objectives of the LTP by:
 Facilitating footfall to encourage regeneration and growth;
 Providing alternatives to the car, reducing carbon emissions and congestion;
 Facilitating the safe movement of vulnerable road users and improving road safety;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services within walking and cycling distance; and
 Minimising congestion by reducing car journeys.

3.2.4

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.

3.3

STRATEGY

3.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing footways and cycleways will
complement the overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and outlined
above. The revised LTP includes Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) for
our 14 main settlements, which this Management Plan will support. In respect of this asset:
Table 3.1: Footway and Cycleway Asset Strategy Statement

We will aim to provide a healthier, cheaper and more
sustainable alternative to driving for accessing key services
within walking and cycling distance.
3.3.2

This chapter outlines how the Council manages footways and cycleways and how the
performance of the service will be monitored. It does not include public rights of way or assets
associated with public rights of way that are managed through the Council’s Rights of Way
Improvement Plan (2011).

3.3.3

For the purposes of asset management, footways and cycleways are collected together as a
single asset type and have been structured following classification under three levels. These are
defined in Table 3.2.

3.3.4

For clarification, a footway is a pedestrian right of way which forms part of the public highway
running alongside a carriageway whereas a footpath is a pedestrian right of way not associated
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with a public carriageway. A cycleway is a surfaced track, either segregated or shared with
pedestrians, within the boundary of an all-purpose public highway. Cycle lanes lie on the
carriageway. As cycleways are usually of a similar construction standard to footways, the two
are managed as a single asset type (on-carriageway cycle lanes are dealt with as part of the
carriageway asset).
Table 3.2: Classification of Footways and Cycleways

3.4

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(Asset Type)

(Asset Groups)

(Components)

Footways and
Cycleways

Footways (surfaced facilities that
are part of the highway network)

Pavement layers (bituminous, concrete
modular, other finishes)

Cycleways (surfaced facilities
often shared with footway, that are
part of the highway network)

Pavement layers (bituminous, concrete
modular, other finishes)

Pedestrian Areas (surfaced
areas, usually urban, restricted to
pedestrian use)

Pavement layers (bituminous, concrete
modular, other finishes)

MANAGEMENT

FOOTWAY CATEGORIES
3.4.1

For asset management purposes, the footway network is broken down into four categories
developed from the Highways Maintenance Code of Practice. All four categories are described
in Table 3.3 on the following page.
Table 3.3: Hierarchy of Footways
Category

Footway Hierarchy

Hierarchy Use (General Description)

1

Primary Walking
Route

Busy urban shopping and business areas, and main
pedestrian routes, linking interchanges between different
modes of transport, such as railway and bus stations. All
routes within the Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns as set out within the Local Plan

2

Secondary Walking
Route

Medium usage routes through local areas feeding into
primary routes, local shopping centres, large schools and
industrial centres etc. All routes within Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Towns as set out within
the Local Plan

Link Footway

Linking footways from urban centres to key services
within walking distance. All routes within Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns, Towns, Rural Service
Centres and Primary Villages as set out within the Local
Plan

Local Access
Footway

All other footways associated with low usage, short
estate roads to the main routes and cul-de-sacs.

3

4
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3.4.2

The primary and secondary (category 1 and category 2) footway network is only located in our
main settlements as identified in the emerging Local Plan (see Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Footway Categories

3.4.3

Category 3 footways have been defined as routes leading from urban centres, where there are
four or more shops or amenities within 200m, or to key services such as schools or doctor's
surgeries within 500m. These distances are based on the desirable distance suggested in 'The
Chartered Institute of Highways and Transportation Guidelines Providing for Journeys on Foot',
as summarised in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Recommended Acceptable Walking Distances (CIHT)

Desirable

3.4.4

Town Centres

Commuting/School

Elsewhere

200m

500m

400m

To encourage journeys by public transport, category 3 footways will also extend through to
bus/rail stations not already covered by a higher category route. All remaining public footways,
by default, are classified as category 4. The Council notes a further category has been added to
the revised Code of Practice, and we will consider this in future TAMP updates. Unsurfaced
footpaths in rural areas are managed by the Council's Public Rights of Way team and are not
covered in the TAMP.

CYCLEWAY CATEGORIES
3.4.5

Cycleways are often shared facilities with footways and the maintenance of footway & cycleway
is typically grouped together to reflect the construction. Even routes segregated by signing and
markings are usually constructed as a continuous surface with adjacent footway and are best
regarded as a single asset type.
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3.4.6

However, for the management of the cycleway infrastructure, a hierarchy has been developed
similar to the footway hierarchy and following the ‘desire line’ approach described in LCWIP
guidance. To align with the local plan, the hierarchy adopts similar settlement designations.
Further details on specific challenges and plans for these settlements can be found within the 14
LCWIPs prepared for the Principal Towns and Major Haltemprice Settlements.
Table 3.6: Hierarchy of Footways
Category

1
2
3

4

Footway Hierarchy

Hierarchy Use (General Description)

Primary Cycleway

High flows of cyclists are forecast along desire lines that link
large residential areas to trip attractors such as a town or city
centre. All routes within the Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns as set out within the Local Plan

Secondary
Cycleway

Medium flow of cyclists are forecast along desire lines that link
trip attractors such as schools, colleges and employment sites.
All routes within Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and
Towns as set out within the Local Plan

Link Cycleway

Medium flows linking cycleways from primary to key services
within cycling distance to settlements with population greater
than 500 within 5 miles. All routes must originate from within
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns, Towns, Rural Service
Centres and Primary Villages as set out within the Local Plan

Local Cycleway

All other cycleways associated with low usage, short estate
roads to the main routes and cul-de-sacs.

3.5

QUANTITIES

3.5.1

East Riding of Yorkshire has a substantial network of footways, extending to over 1,742km in
length (see Table 3.7 below). This approximates to 3,135,837 square metres, based on the
dimensions derived from inventory surveys.
Table 3.7: Classification and length of footway
Classification

Length (km)

Area (m2)

Category 1 Urban

49

133,226

Category 2 Urban

167

345,151

Category 3 Urban

82

152,549

Category 4 Urban

1,254

2,232,862

Category 4 Rural

190

272,049

Total

1,742

3,135,837

3.5.2

Although a predominantly rural authority with 59% of carriageways classified as rural, it can be
seen from Table 3.7 that almost all (89%) of footway/cycleway network is urban in character.

3.5.3

Growth to the network includes new residential and commercial estates where typically
footway is adopted and the generation of new routes constructed as part of major schemes.
Based on lifecycle investment, an additional 8km of footway places an additional pressure of
£1.5k capital and £0.6k revenue each year.
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3.6

CONDITION

3.6.1

Footway condition is assessed annually to assist in prioritising investment in the management of
the network and it also forms part of the government's data requirements for local authorities
(see Table 3.8). Greater coverage and detail is given to the higher classified footways.
Table 3.8: Network Survey Regimes

3.6.2

Network

Survey Method

Annual Length
Surveyed

Indicator
Calculation

Category 1 and 2

DVI (Detailed Visual Inspection)

50%

2 year dataset

Category 3 and 4

FNS (Footway Network Survey)

30%

3 year dataset

This survey regime meets or exceeds the guidance contained in Chapter 9 of the UK Pavement
Management System (UKPMS) manual.

DETAILED VISUAL INSPECTION SURVEYS (DVI)
3.6.3

DVIs are undertaken solely on foot, either individually for partial footway surveys, or in teams
of two for full surveys. DVIs are carried out by certified surveyors using UKPMS accredited
methods (in accordance with former DfT guidance BVPI 187) for local authorities. The
inspection regime requires 50% of the category 1 and 2 footways to be surveyed annually.

FOOTWAY NETWORK SURVEYS (FNS)
3.6.4

The Footway and Cycle track Management Group (FCMG) has developed the Footway
Network Survey (FNS) to meet the needs of local authorities for a comprehensive survey of
the condition of their footway. The survey reports the condition of the footway as one of four
conditions ranging from condition 1 (as new) to condition 4 (structurally unsound). The four
condition levels reported for FNS have been defined to ensure broad consistency with the DVI
survey.

3.6.5

The FNS is a comparatively rapid assessment of the condition of the footway network, compared
with a more detailed DVI survey, as it assesses a limited range of broadly defined defects. The
Council has opted to also capture footway width as part of the survey.

FOOTWAY INSPECTIONS
3.6.6

In addition to the network level condition assessment, the Council undertakes regular safety
inspections in accordance with the Council’s local Highway Inspection Manual. These inspections
direct the timing and location of reactive maintenance work. The effectiveness of our reactive
maintenance work therefore relies on the accuracy and efficiency of the safety inspections
carried out at certain frequencies (shown in Table 3.9).

3.6.7
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Table 3.9: Frequency of Safety Inspections
Category

Frequency

Category 1

1 month

Category 2

1 year

Category 3

1 year

Category 4

1 year

3.6.8

The Council has appraised the performance of safety inspections to determine frequencies
appropriate to the character and use of the footway network found in the East Riding. Adopting
a risk-based approach, the Council has assessed the potential exposure to risk for each category
of footway based on historic claim activity.

3.6.9

Analysis shows that 25% of claims received occur on the 2% of the network that makes up our
Category 1 footways and it was considered appropriate to retain a monthly inspection of these
routes. However, using the number of incidents per kilometre inspected annually as an indicator,
the Council has determined that the level of events on categories 2 & 3 do not support the
disproportionate frequency of inspection previously operated. The Council has therefore
reduced the inspection frequency of these routes to annual as shown in Table 3.9 above.

3.6.10 To improve the accuracy of safety inspections, the Council has invested in mobile working
solutions. Data captured in the field is now directly transferred to the authority's highway
management software (CONFIRM), providing a consistent and coordinated response to reactive
maintenance.
CURRENT CONDITION
3.6.11 The latest available condition survey results from 2018/19 indicate that 63% of the well-used
category 1 and 2 footway networks require maintenance (based on DVI surveys). Condition
data for well-used footways is no longer reported nationally which restricts our ability to
benchmark our performance.
3.6.12 Through an extended survey regime the Council has assessed footway condition on our
category 3 and 4 footway network. This shows that 25% of these footways are assessed as
requiring structural maintenance, whilst maintenance is desirable on a further 62% (based on
FNS surveys). The results show that footways considered to be in poor condition predominantly
feature in the built up regions of the authority.
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3.7

VALUATION

3.7.1

The Council has initially adopted a valuation process based on national guidance which produced
the estimates shown in Table 2.10. Footway/cycleway dimensions are derived from inventory
surveys.

Table 3.10: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Carriageway

3,405 km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways and Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

Category 1

49

£10,971

Category 2

167

£26,097

Category 3

82

£10,270

Category 4

1,445

£161,178

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

Street Furniture

estimate

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

£3,649

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major Assets
(Excluding Highway Land)

£4,698,932

3.7.2

Whilst the footway/cycleway asset group is the third largest amongst the highway assets groups,
it only represents 5% of the overall Gross Replacement Cost.

3.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

3.8.1

The following events were identified to establish an optimal lifecycle plan for the footway asset,
setting out costs of treatments and their projected timing. These have been used to forecast
long-term expenditure demands and to provide effective options through financial modelling.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
3.8.2

The emerging Local Plan for the East Riding has to take account of highway capacity when
allocating land for development. The provision of new and improved footways and cycleways
will be fundamental to accommodating new development without having an adverse impact on
the surrounding road network by mitigating motor vehicle traffic growth and reducing potential
congestion.
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3.8.3

The majority of new footways and cycleways are generated by developer funded schemes,
particularly in relation to new housing and industrial estate roads through section 38, 106 or
278 agreements. Though some estate roads provide shared surfaces, approximately 10,000m2
are added to the network a year.

3.8.4

Other pedestrian and cycle improvement schemes are introduced as part of traffic engineering
schemes which are generally related to improving safety. Over the period of LTP3 significant
improvements to the cycleway network have been constructed through successful bids for DfT
funding, adding a further 8,000m2.

3.8.5

New footways/cycleways will not be added to the highway asset until they have passed through
a formal adoption process and are constructed to an appropriate standard. Footways will only
be adopted if it is considered that they support the authority's vision and the objectives set out
within this TAMP and the LTP.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
3.8.6

Footways are rarely disposed of without an alternative being provided. Removal of a footway
will only be considered where the footway is assessed as unnecessary.

3.8.7

Similar to the carriageway asset, the footway asset is affected by the natural loss of highway
through coastal erosion. As the fastest receding in Europe, the authority unfortunately has to
accept that land will be lost to the sea. To plan for the future, the Council has produced the
East Riding Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan and developing a revised Coastal Strategy
to consider the consequences of a receding coastline. The Council's management of highway
infrastructure along the coast will be led by the policies set out in the ICZMP and will generally
relocate rather than defend the existing asset.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: TREATMENT
3.8.8

In order to understand the financial implications of the highway infrastructure, the Council has
adopted the HMEP lifecycle planning toolkit as well as a simple lifecycle costing exercises. The
process aims to identify effective treatments and develop investment options.

3.8.9

Lifecycle investment in the footway and cycleway infrastructure has been based on hierarchy
and construction type and considers the available treatments varying in cost and lifespan.
 Surface treatments - address the surface qualities and seal the surface of the footway;
 Resurfacing - replacement of the bituminous or block paved layers; and
 Rehabilitation - reconstruction (replacement of all layers).

3.8.10 A lifecycle assessment was completed using asset lives determined by the Council as shown in
the Table 3.11 below.
Table 3.11: Average lifespans for footway treatments (years)
Bituminous

Modular

Slurry sealing / local repairs

5 - 15

5 – 15

Resurfacing / resetting

20 - 40

10 - 50

Rehabilitation

20 - 40

10 - 50
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3.8.11 Using the indicative treatment lifespans and actual costs per treatment, an assessment of the
footway/cycleway asset has been undertaken. The assessment assumes that the asset has been
maintained in a state that would be appropriate to fit into an optimum lifecycle.
3.8.12 Below are examples of two lifecycles developed for the footway asset (see Figure 3.12). The
two include provision for a number of interventions before rehabilitation is necessary, in year
55 for bituminous and year 70 for modular materials.
Lifecycle Option - Bituminous

Lifecycle Option - Modular / Flagged
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Figure 3.12: Example of footway lifecycles
3.8.13 The lifecycles show that that over a 55 year lifecycle the bituminous model costs £168,000,
requiring an average annual investment of £1.06/m2. Whilst the modular/flagged model has a
longer lifespan, labour intensive interventions and material costs lead to an overall cost of
£339,000 and an average annual investment of £1.68/m2.
3.8.14 This indicates that bituminous treatments are more cost effective and, with a few exceptions,
replacing modular surfaces with bitumen is the Council's preferred approach.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: DO MINIMUM
3.8.15 Under the requirements of the Highways Act 1980 (Section 41), East Riding of Yorkshire
Council has a duty to maintain the highway. To maintain the highway to minimum acceptable
standards the Council would have to continue with a consistent inspection regime and employ
a reactive maintenance policy. This would lead to a rapid deterioration of the footway network
and progressively increasing expenditure on costly reactive maintenance.
3.8.16 Current surveys suggest that 63% of the footway network is in poor condition. Modelling
suggests that by 2028 this figure would increase to 70% of footways in poor condition (see
Figure 3.13). This would result in a £186m backlog of repairs.
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Figure 3.13: Footways Do Minimum
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 2: CONTINUE WITH EXISTING INVESTMENT
3.8.17 The whole lifecycle ideal distribution of £3.8m may be apportioned as £2.6m on reconstruction
and £1.2m on slurry surfacing treatments. The Council currently invests £1.235m capital and
£0.345m revenue. The Council has chosen to provide proportionately support treatments
within the lifecycle leading to £1.58 x 2.6 / 3.8 = £1.080m reconstruction and £1.58 x 1.2 / 3.8
= £0.499m on surface treatments (2019 values).
3.8.18 Within the highway funding distribution, investment must be clearly directed to routes that
support the economic, safety and environmental objectives of the Council.
3.8.19 To support the 14 local cycling and walking infrastructure plans which form part of the LTP,
maintenance programmes should stabilise the condition of the category 1 and 2 footways in
order to provide a safe and welcoming environment within settlements defined in the emerging
East Riding Local Plan. However, some funding will also continue to be directed towards the
category 3 and 4 network in order to maintain the network to an acceptable standard and
minimise whole life costs (see Figure 3.14).
Figure 3.14: Current Funding
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 3: STEADY STATE
3.8.20 To achieve a stable asset value within the forecasting model requires balancing rates of
deterioration with appropriate treatments until the asset reaches a natural stability (see Figure
2.15). For the footway network, stability requires an annual capital investment of approximately
£5m capital supplemented with £1.2m revenue. It is worth noting that condition stabilises on a
more polar distribution, with a greater proportion of footways in poor condition as well as a
higher proportion in very good condition.
Figure 3.15: Steady State
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 4: DISPOSAL OF ASSET
3.8.21 To provide a stable state asset within existing allocations would require the asset to be reduced
by approximately 30%, and any option implementing a strategy of less than stable state
investment will need to consider the disposal of assets.
3.8.22 The Council will need to consider whether it is essential to replace life expired asset in areas
where there is limited benefit. It is important to consider the asset's contribution to providing
more sustainable alternatives to driving in order to access key services within walking and cycling
distance and whether this can be supported without the need for specific infrastructure.
3.8.23 There may also be opportunities to re-categorise routes to better reflect the current use and
invest the lifecycle costs freed up in managing existing demands.
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 5: IMPROVED ASSET
3.8.24 An option to improve the asset has been modelled which will reverse the deterioration of the
category 3 and 4 footway network. An eight year programme of £15m (£2.5m for 3 years
followed by £1.5m for a further 5 years) would rectify the function impairment present in the
category 3 and 4 networks, bringing the full asset group into good performance (see Figure
3.16).
Figure 3.16: Improved Asset
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SCHEME EVALUATION & FUNDING PRIORITISATION
3.8.25 The primary aim of the TAMP is to implement a systematic approach to asset management
considering serviceability, safety and sustainability. In determining the planned maintenance
programme, the Council has therefore considered a weighted evaluation of these factors against
each of the footway assets.
3.8.26 Serviceability (45%) - Serviceability has a heavier weighting than the other two factors. To
ensure that the maintenance funding is directed towards routes in need of repair. A street is
assessed based on condition surveys and the cost of reactive repairs.
3.8.27 By repairing footway sections with high concentrations of ‘treatment priority’, the available
investment can make the greatest impact on the life of the network, keep revenue expenditure
to a minimum and reduce costly repairs in the future.
3.8.28 Safety (28%) - Whilst the LTP has a specific road safety programme, the maintenance
prioritisation still considers the accident history of a footway, particularly where the condition
of the footway may have contributed to the incident. The maintenance prioritisation also
considers any non-injury information received through highway claims.
3.8.29 Sustainability (27%) - The appraisal considers the continued use of a footway and potential
demand. Sustainability is covered at several levels; significantly the sustainability weightings of
the infrastructure are built into the network hierarchy and footway condition indicators.
However, an additional weighting is given to areas with low car ownership, schemes in close
proximity to schools, and schemes with community support.
3.8.30 Determination of treatment - A prioritised list of sites assessing the above weighted
indicators is then presented to the Council's Design and Operation Teams for site evaluation.
It is at this stage that an engineer determines the correct intervention treatment and timescales
to resolve the identified issues.
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3.9

PERFORMANCE

3.9.1

The expected performance of different footway/cycleway surfaces and treatments in terms of
lifespan was indicated in Table 3.9. It is crucial to have accurate inventory and condition
information in order to monitor the actual performance and effectively manage the asset. The
network survey and inspection regimes described above provide crucial condition information.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
3.9.2

The current performance indicator for category 1 and 2 footway condition is based on the
collection and analysis of DVI data, with a requirement to cover 50% of the qualifying network
annually, with the remaining 50% to be assessed in the following year. These inspections identify
the detailed condition of the footway in terms of a large range of visible defects, from which a
Condition Index is automatically calculated when the data is entered onto the UKPMS.

3.9.3

The performance of the category 1 and 2 footways in the East Riding over the last 10 years is
shown in Figure 3.17. The figure reflects the investment made in the footway infrastructure,
which was initially focussed on the category 1 and 2 networks.

3.9.4

Investment in footways has been enhanced from £0.6m prior to LTP3 upto £1.4m by the end of
2021 with the intention of tackling the category 1 and 2 network condition.
Figure 3.17: The Percentage of Category 1 and 2 Footways Requiring Structural Maintenance
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Figure 3.18: The Percentage of Category 3 and 4 Footways Requiring Structural Maintenance
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The Council has prepared an indicator for the remaining category 3 and 4 footway networks
in identifying those that are either structurally unstable or functionally impaired shown in
Figure 3.18. Assessments have shown that the network remains in a poor condition, but
deteriorating at a slow rate.

3.10 GAP ANALYSIS
3.10.1 The Council holds a good level of information on category 1 and 2 footway networks and can
establish the required investment in these well used parts of the network at £0.6m per year.
Inventory of the less well used category 3 and 4 networks has also been built up, but is not as
developed. Results have been used to establish quantity, value and condition and determine
rudimentary investment strategies.
3.10.2 Analysis has shown that the current investment falls below ideal levels and more work will be
needed to focus programmes of work on assets that offer the most to achieve the Council’s
vision.
3.10.3 The adoption of a risk based approach is a significant step towards the pragmatic management
of the network in an equitable manner. However the approach will continue to be monitored
and reviewed to establish whether this offers best practice. Similarly, the derivation of the cycle
network is in the early stages and attention will be given to adapt from lessons learnt through
the implementation of the LCWIPs.
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STRUCTURES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1

A highway structure is a construction that supports itself and carries load. This includes bridges,
culverts, certain earthworks, underpasses and retaining walls (for further clarification, see Table
4.3).

4.1.2

The East Riding has a substantial network of highway structures for which the Council is
responsible, including approximately 500 vehicular bridges (see Figure 4.1 below). These
structures have a total estimated replacement cost of around £1 billion.

4.1.3

Bridges and other highway structures are fundamental elements of transport infrastructure
because they form essential links in the highway network. They carry the highway over obstacles,
such as watercourses, railways and other roads. If not properly managed, a structure can
become an obstruction which can compromise the highway network through disruption,
restrictions and ultimately road closures. This can result in queues and delays, longer journey
times and longer routes due to diversions with consequential impacts on business efficiency and
carbon emissions.
Figure 4.1: Highway Structures in the East Riding
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4.2

POLICY

4.2.1

This structures asset management plan supports the Council's Corporate Priorities as follows:
 Growing the Economy by providing safe and fit for purpose structures which support
economic activity and regeneration, specifically supporting HGV movements and abnormal
loads;
 Valuing our environment by providing effective management of the asset, fewer delays
and reduced carbon emissions, traffic noise and congestion;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by providing safe passage across obstacles; and
 Protecting the Vulnerable by improving the accessibility of services and facilities,
considering appropriate infrastructure to support vulnerable people

4.2.2

This structures asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more specific
transport objectives of the LTP by:
 Providing a strategic route network essential for commerce, regeneration and growth;
 Reducing delays and improving journey times, to help reduce carbon emissions and
congestion;
 Facilitating the safe crossing for road users and improving road safety;
 Improving access to key services including commercial traffic and abnormal loads; and
 Minimising congestion by reducing delays.

4.2.3

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.

4.3

STRATEGY

4.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing highway structures will complement
the overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and outlined above. In
respect of highway structures, the Council's strategy statement reflects the overall objective of
effective management of the asset:
Figure 4.2: Structures Asset Strategy Statement

The Council will aim to support HGV use and commercial demand
by maintaining the strategic highway network, minimising journey
length, supporting the predominant public use and limiting
obstruction.
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4.4

MANAGEMENT

4.4.1

Good asset management requires appropriate information on type, quantity, value and
condition. To assist this process, our highway structures have been classified using the
descriptions shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Classification of Structures
Level 1

Level 2

Description

(Asset
Type)

(Asset Groups)

Structures

Bridge: vehicular

A structure with a span of 1.5m or more spanning and
providing passage for vehicular traffic over an obstacle, e.g.
watercourse, railway, road

Bridge:
pedestrian/cycle

As for vehicular bridge, but provides passage for pedestrians
and cyclists

Cantilever road sign

A structure with a single support that projects over the
network in order to carry a traffic sign

Chamber, Cellar
Vault

An underground room or chamber with an average length of
1.5m or more

Culvert

A drainage structure with a span of 0.9m or more passing
beneath a network embankment that has a proportion of the
embankment, rather than a bridge deck, between its
uppermost point and the road running courses

High mast lighting

Lighting columns over 20m in height

Retaining wall

A wall associated with the network where the dominant
function is to act as a retaining structure (>1.35m)

Sign/signal gantry

A structure spanning the network, the primary function of
which is to support traffic signs and signalling equipment

Structural
Earthworks

A structure associated with the network where the dominant
function is to stabilise the slope and/or retain earth. All
structures with an effective retained height of 1.5m or
greater

Underpass:
Pedestrian

A structure with a span of 1.5m or more that provides
passage for pedestrians

Underpass: Vehicular

The underpass includes approach slab, retaining wall, bridge,
drainage, etc.

Special structure

A unique asset that requires individual assessment for
example moveable bridges
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4.4.3

This asset group has been structured to manage HGV use and commercial demand while
minimising journey lengths and times. This primarily considers how to maintain the free flow of
the strategic network which includes establishing abnormal load routes (see Figure 4.4). To this
end, the structures asset is categorised by road classification (which reflects typical traffic
movements), and by structure type. Part of the structures data record includes the attributes
for weight, width and height clearance which are used to establish access to the extremities of
the East Riding.
Figure 4.4: Freight map showing preferred routes for Heavy Goods Vehicles

4.5

QUANTITIES

4.5.1

There are 3,122 structures recorded in the East Riding, 1,311 of which are owned by the Council
and the remainder are in private ownership. 761 of the East Riding's structures meet the criteria
for valuation as part of the highways asset (see section 4.7).

4.5.2

Table 4.5 indicates the quantity of the main structures in each asset group and sub-divides the
'bridges' group for greater clarity.
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Table 4.5: Quantities of Council owned highway structures in the East Riding
Structure Type

Quantity

Bridge: vehicular

493

Bridge: pedestrian/cycle

107

Cantilever road sign

0

Chamber/cellar/vault

0

Culvert

154

High mast lighting

0

Retaining wall

0.6 km

Sign/signal gantry

0

Structural earthworks - reinforced/strengthened soil/fill structure

7

Underpass: pedestrian

3

Underpass: vehicular

1

Special structure (Movable)

3

SPECIAL STRUCTURES
4.5.3

The Council manages moving bridges at Boothferry Bridge, Grovehill Bridge and Dutch River
Bridge (see Figure 4.6). Due to the differing requirements involved in the management of a
moving structure, these bridges have been classified as ‘special' structures’
Figure 4.6: Weel Bridge
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HERITAGE ASSETS
4.5.4

In addition to quantifying our structures assets into the above groups, 9 bridges are classed as
‘heritage' assets (see Figure 4.7). The majority of these structures have listed status and are
deemed to be important to the character of the area. These structures cannot be replaced with
modern equivalent assets and are subject to unique lifecycle plans and management processes.
Figure 4.7: Stamford Bridge

OWNERSHIP
Not all structures that carry the public highway are the highway authority's responsibility to maintain.
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4.5.5

Figure 4.8 shows the ownership of structures on the highway in the East Riding. Approximately
40% of structures are owned and managed by third parties, usually other public bodies including
the Highways Agency, Environment Agency, Network Rail and Yorkshire Water. While the
Council has a duty to ensure that the highway is safe, it is the owner's duty to inspect and
maintain their assets.
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Figure 4.8: Ownership of Highway Structures
ROAD CLASSIFICATION
4.5.6

Figure 4.9 shows the distribution of highway structures based on road classification. This shows
that although the A road network makes up only 9% of the total road length in the East Riding
it is supported by 30% of the identified structures. The unclassified road network has
proportionately fewer structures. This distribution, weighted towards classified roads, makes it
more challenging to maintain the free flow of traffic on these critical routes.
Figure 4.9: Distribution of Structures included in the Asset Valuation Process
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4.6

CONDITION

4.6.1

Bridges comprise the most significant element of the structures asset and account for 95% of
the valuation of this asset. The Council undertakes a number of inspections to establish the
condition of the bridges asset (see Table 4.10).

4.6.2

The results of these inspections are used to establish a Bridge Condition Index (BCI) for the
bridge stock. The general inspection includes a visual inspection of all components relevant to
the behaviour or stability of the structure. This can then be fed into more detailed Principal
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Inspections and Load Assessment Surveys which should typically be undertaken once every six
years but adopting a risk based approach may be extended upto 12 years.
4.6.3

Structures with spans of less than 0.9m are not assessed as part of a cyclical survey and are only
inspected on an ad-hoc basis.
Table 4.10: Bridge Inspection Frequency
Inspection Type

Frequency

Asset Type Covered

General
Inspections

Every 24 months

All highway structures (unless subject to a principal
inspection)

Principal
Inspections

Every 6 years

All highway structures with span over 1.8m

Bridge
Condition
Indicators

Every 24 months

All highway structures

4.6.4

The condition of a bridge is identified following the General Inspection and is rated using the
County Surveyors Society (CSS) BCI. The condition indicators for an individual bridge (BCI) or
a stock of bridges (BSCI) are evaluated using the data collected during the bridge inspections.
The Council has adopted the Bridgestation management system for the capture and monitoring
of bridge inspections, which will closely link with the CONFIRM management system.

4.6.5

The BCI values can be interpreted broadly as the 'percentage service potential' of a bridge. A
BCI value of 100 therefore implies that the bridge has retained 100% of its service potential; a
value of 60 implies that the bridge has lost 40% of its service potential and a value of 0 implies
that the bridge is no longer serviceable.

4.6.6

The BCIav is the average BCI for a bridge, taking into account the condition of all the structural
elements. The BCIcrit is the critical BCI for a bridge, taking into account the condition of those
elements deemed to be of a very high importance to the bridge. The BSCIav and BSCIcrit is a
measure of the above condition index values for all bridges in the stock (see Table 4.11).
Table 4.11: Interpretation of Average and Critical Stock Values
Score

Average Stock Condition based
on BSCIav

Critical Stock Condition based on BSCIcrit

100 - 90

Likely to be no significant defects
in any elements

Insignificant defects/damage. Capacity
unaffected

90 - 80
Good

Mostly minor defects/damage, but
may also be some moderate
defects

Minor defects/damage. Capacity unlikely to be
unaffected

65 - 80

Minor-to-Moderate
defects/damage

Minor to moderate defects/damage. Capacity
may be slightly affected

Very Good

Fair

40 - 65
Poor

One or more functions of the
structure may be significantly
affected
Moderate-to-Severe
defects/damage

Moderate to severe defects/damage. Capacity
may be significantly affected
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One or more functions of the
bridge may be severely affected
0 - 40
Very Poor

Severe defects/damage on a
number of elements

Severe defects/damage. Failure or possible
failure of critical element. Capacity may be
severely affected. Structure may need to be
weight restricted or closed to traffic

One or more elements may have
failed.
Structure may be unserviceable

CURRENT CONDITION
4.6.7

BSCI information shows that bridges are, at a stock level, in fair condition, with critical elements
also beginning to deteriorate into poor condition (see Table 4.12). Available information on
culverts suggests that these are in fair condition. The sample survey of retaining walls has been
heavily skewed by the very poor condition of a collapsed structure.
Table 4.12: Structures Condition
Structure

BSCIav

BSCIcrit

Bridges

80

77

Retaining Walls

64

51

Culverts

81

77

4.7

VALUATION

4.7.1

Accurately valuing the structures asset is complex due to the range and variation in depreciation
of components. The estimated Gross Replacement Cost (GRC) of the structures asset is over
£1 billion, making it the third largest asset group after carriageway and highway land value (see
Table3.13). Vehicular structures make up 96% of the asset value, almost 4% culvert with less
than 0.1% pedestrian footbridges and retaining walls.
Table 4.13: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross Replacement Cost
(£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost
(£000's)

Carriageway

3,405 km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways and
Cycleways
Structures

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

721

£1,044,968

£727,795

Bridge Vehicular

506

£1,002,541

£694,600

Bridge Pedestrian

5

£689

£267

Culvert

191

£41,171

£32,898

Retaining Wall

19

£73

£29
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Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

Street Furniture

estimate

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

£3,649

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major
Assets (Excluding Highway Land)

£4,698,932

4.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

4.8.1

The lifecycle planning approach to the maintenance of an asset considers the intervention and
costs from construction to disposal. The application of these values can be used to appraise
future performance of an asset, or a group of assets, based on investment scenarios and
maintenance strategies.

4.8.2

For the purposes of asset management planning, the Council has adopted the Structures Asset
Management Planning Toolkit created on behalf of HMEP.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION OR ACQUISITION
4.8.3

New bridges and highway structures are constructed occasionally and are generally the result
of a new highway scheme funded through the LTP, using major transport scheme funding or
with developer contributions.

4.8.4

East Riding of Yorkshire Council, as the highway authority, ensures that all structures which are
constructed over, under or adjacent to the public highway are constructed to an acceptable
standard by requiring them to achieve technical approval.

4.8.5

In normal circumstances, only structures that are a necessary part of the highway and
constructed on highway land will be considered for adoption. These may include road bridges,
footbridges, culverts, retaining walls and sign gantries. When the Council agrees to adopt a
structure an adoption agreement will be drawn up.

4.8.6

Some highway structures may remain in private ownership but in most cases the Council will
adopt or take ownership of new structures. Structures which remain in private ownership but
affect the highway still require technical approval.

4.8.7

When the Council is required to adopt a new structure, including those transferred from other
public bodies, it has to consider the implications and costs associated with the adoption. For
example, it may require a commuted sum which is equal to the costs the Council may expect
to incur for maintenance, inspection and renewal calculated over a period of 120 years.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: MODIFICATION
4.8.8

The need to upgrade a structure is usually identified during routine inspections or as part of a
structural assessment where components are identified as not complying with current standards.
Alternatively a structure may be assessed as substandard i.e. strengthening is required.

4.8.9

The Council may consider controlling the type of traffic crossing a structure by applying
restrictions. For example, where individual structures do not commonly support frequent heavy
loading, the Council could consider applying a weight limit. In these instances the Council will
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assess potential demand and alternative routes. Whilst this approach would not be applied on
the strategic highway network, it may be considered for structures on minor routes.
LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL
4.8.10 The removal or disposal of highway structures is rare. Disposal usually involves one of the
following:
 Removing structures (such as masts or gantries) which are no longer required;
 Infilling culverts which have become redundant because of changes to the drainage regime;
or
 Infilling bridges, which may be an option if a previous obstacle no longer exists.
4.8.11 Stopping up a highway containing a bridge/structure should carefully consider the future
ownership of the asset. The land beneath the highway will normally revert to the landowners
abutting the route and this can lead to multiple owners for a structure. Owners need to be
made aware of their obligation so that there can be no denial of their responsibility at a later
date and to avoid poor management of a structure.
4.8.12 It is important that these changes are correctly recorded to maintain the accuracy of the asset
inventory.
LIFECYCLE EVENT: TREATMENT
4.8.13 Investment in the structures asset has been reduced to a simplified series of treatments varying
in cost and lifespan based on the category and type of structure. In order to understand the
financial implications of the highway infrastructure, a simple model has been constructed to
establish the whole life costs in maintaining the structure of the asset. The process aims to
identify the real loss of asset value caused by deterioration of the network and the most
appropriate course of treatment required to rectify the deterioration.
4.8.14 Further work is required by the Council to produce a detailed lifecycle plan for all structure
groups. However, given that the bridges asset group accounts for 96% of the value of the
structures asset, a basic lifecycle plan for bridges has been carried out using three treatments
types as set out in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14: Bridge Treatments
Treatment

Funding

Routine repair (minor repairs, brickwork repointing, etc.)

Revenue

Major Repair (eg. Parapet Strengthening)

Capital

Replacement

Capital

4.8.15 The simple lifecycle model, based on maintenance and inspection records suggests that ideally
there should be two revenue treatments between any capital expenditure.
4.8.16 Initial analysis has been based on a sample dataset which has been used to determine investment
for structures of a similar grouping. As a result the model does not show a requirement for
uniform investment and instead shows a series of spikes. However, as further data is built into
the model these spikes will reduce as the demand for investment becomes more regular.
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4.8.17 The bridges lifecycle model relies on the development of maintenance programmes for individual
components of the bridge stock which, given the large bridge stock in the East Riding, requires
significant levels of data input.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: DO MINIMUM
4.8.18 Under the requirements of the Highways Act 1980 (Section 41), East Riding of Yorkshire
Council has a duty to maintain the highway. To maintain the highway to minimum acceptable
standards the Council would have to continue with a consistent inspection regime and employ
a reactive maintenance policy, in essence a 'do minimum' approach without planned
maintenance.
4.8.19 This would lead to a progressive deterioration in the condition of highway structures (Figure
4.15) and periodically very large expenditure on costly reactive maintenance.

Figure 4.15: Do Minimum Average Condition Profile for Highway Structures
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4.8.20 Over a 30 year period, the model identifies an expenditure £485m based on reactive
maintenance responding to deteriorating condition, with an annual required expenditure of
£16m.
4.8.21 Even with indefinite funding, the option still exposes an additional five structures a year to safety
or performance risk.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 2: CURRENT BUDGET WITH LIMITED PLANNED TREATMENT
4.8.22 Using the ‘Do Planned Minimum’ option on the Structures Toolkit, the Council were able to
prepare a condition forecast based on the current investment levels (see Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.16: Current Budget – Limited Planned Condition Profile for Highway Structures
Distribution of Average Condition across the Stock
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4.8.23 Due to the restriction on available funding to £1.3m currently allocated within the TAMP, the
stock deteriorates over the 30 year analysis period, leaving to 169 structures in very poor
condition. An average of 255 structures are exposed to safety or performance risk.
4.8.24 However, as the strategy only introduces planned treatments when necessary, expenditure over
the investment period amounts to £13m, an average annual spend of £433k. This strategy also
establishes that 900k is available for preventative works each year.
LIFECYCLE OPTION3: CURRENT BUDGET WITH PREVENTATIVE TREATMENTS
4.8.25 Compared to the previous strategy, introducing preventative treatments and the currently
allocated budget of £1.3m reduces the proportion of poor and very poor assets within the stock
(see Figure 4.17). However 118 structures remain in very poor state at the end of the 30 year
analysis period. 246 structures are exposed to safety or performance risk.
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Figure 4.17: Current Budget with Preventative Condition Profile for Highway Structures
Distribution of Average Condition across the Stock
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4.8.26 Similar to above, the automated strategy only expends £33m over the 30 year period, an average
expenditure of £1.1m (see
4.8.27 Figure 4.18). Models with greater budgets were also trialled, which led to limited further
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improvement.

Figure 4.18: Condition Triggered Maintenance Expenditure for Highway Structures
4.8.28 Forecast BCI scores shown in Figure 4.19 demonstrate that, over the analysis period, the
condition of the bridge stock deteriorates significantly, BSCIav reduces to 50 (very poor),
BSCIcrit to 32 (severe).
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Figure 4.19: Forecast Condition Indicies for Structures Assets
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4.9

PERFORMANCE

4.9.1

The BSCIav and BSCIcrit (as defined in section 4.6) are measures of the condition index values
for all structures in the stock. These indicators can be used to monitor the performance of the
highway structures in the East Riding over time and may influence decisions such as changes to
road classifications or developing abnormal load routes.

4.9.2

The BSCIav and BSCIcrit for the highway structures in the East Riding are shown in Figure 4.20.
This gives a measure of the current condition of the asset and a baseline for future performance
monitoring.
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Figure 4.20: East Riding Highway Structures BSCI (April 2019)
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Current monitoring results show an overall reduction in stock condition, but with the majority
remaining in fair condition. The Council expect to develop greater levels of investigation once
the Bridgestation system is fully implemented.

4.10 GAP ANALYSIS
4.10.1 The structures asset makes up almost 25% of the highway asset value (excluding land value). It
is therefore essential that the asset data can provide gross and depreciative replacement costs
of the asset. The Council has invested in the Bridgestation system to improve its record of
structures data, reflecting the value of the asset. Information on asset ownership and the
condition record needs to be expanded, particularly within the retaining wall asset.
4.10.2 Modelling the impact of investment on the structures asset also requires development Simplistic
lifecycle analysis has shown that the current investment falls below ideal levels and that a
programme of work will have to be optimised to ensure that the asset remains fit for purpose.
More detailed work using the Structures Toolkit shows that current investment allows for
typical essential reactive maintenance and preventative treatments, with potential for further
improvements to the network. But investment based on the standard preventative strategy will
lead to the deterioration of the network.
4.10.3 The Council will need to improve focus of available investment and seek out additional funding
to address specific sites that fall beyond the scope of available funding.
4.10.4 The information is based on a number of limited sample of the asset and a greater breadth of
data is required. At present, modelling has appraised the whole asset type and not looked at
asset groups which will best achieve the Structures asset strategy. More developed asset sets
will improve prioritisation, focus investment and develop a risk-based approach to the
maintenance and inspection regime.
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STREET LIGHTING
5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1

The general principles for the design, maintenance and adoption of street lighting in the East
Riding have been in place since the formation of the Council in 1996. Since then significant
changes in energy prices, the introduction of the carbon reduction agenda and the financial
constraints on local authorities all demand a review of practices to ensure a strategy is in place
that is fit for purpose. To this end the Council has adopted an operational plan (‘Street Lighting
– Code of Practice for Adoption, Design and Maintenance’) setting out how street lighting will
be delivered and managed in the future.

5.1.2

East Riding of Yorkshire Council has a large street lighting stock of approximately 39,000
columns. The maintenance and running costs for a large street lighting network places increasing
pressure on the Council’s resources as well as consuming significant amounts of energy.

5.1.3

There is no statutory requirement for local authorities to provide public lighting and the current
and future application of street lighting should be considered carefully. The Council should,
however, be able to demonstrate that it has systems in place to maintain any public lighting
equipment in a safe condition.

5.1.4

The provision of street lighting is considered to improve the public perception of safety at night,
both from the risk of injury and the reduction of crime. However, the street lighting stock
contributes to the Council’s carbon footprint and energy costs, and in the current economic
climate consideration should be given to the costs and benefits of continuing with the existing
street lighting stock.

5.1.5

The Council has a target of Net Zero Carbon by 2050 in line with that of central government.
For street lighting, this will require a reduction of four million units of energy. Achieving this
target requires the authority to continue to invest in new approaches across all aspects of street
lighting including standards in use, requirements for scheme promoters and equipment used.
The consequential impact for the Council will be a significant saving in energy costs.

5.2

POLICY

5.2.1

The TAMP includes individual strategies for each asset type. An effective strategy for managing
the street lighting asset will contribute towards achieving the Council's Corporate Priorities, as
set out in the East Riding of Yorkshire Council Business Plan, and the objectives of the LTP.

5.2.2

The street lighting asset management plan supports the Council's Corporate Priorities as
follows:
 Growing the Economy by providing an environment, particularly within towns and urban
areas, which supports footfall, economic activity and regeneration;
 Valuing our environment by minimising energy consumption and reducing carbon
emissions and light pollution;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by supporting active travel, walking, cycling and the
wellbeing of residents and visitors;
 Protecting the Vulnerable and Helping children and young people achieve by
making our centres more inclusive by providing well-lit routes; and
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5.2.3

The street lighting asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more specific
transport objectives of the LTP by:
 Facilitating 24 hour economy to encourage regeneration and growth;
 Providing a balanced service that considers carbon emissions;
 Facilitating the safe movement of road users and improving road safety and perception
of safety;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services within walking and cycling distance; and
 Minimising congestion by reducing car journeys

5.2.4

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.

5.3

STRATEGY

5.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing street lighting will complement the
overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and outlined above. In respect
of this asset:
Figure 5.1: Street Lighting Asset Strategy Statement

We will aim to make effective use of our lit infrastructure to
provide a safe environment that considers the implications of
available resources.
5.3.2

However, with the removal of a mandatory requirement for new developments to be lit, the
Council must challenge the need for street lighting and when considering the installation or
replacement of existing street lighting, ask the question:

‘does this street need to be lit?’
5.3.3

These key strategy statements are established within the working practices of the street lighting
service and the basis for the Council's operational document 'Street Lighting - Code of Practice
for Adoption, Design and Maintenance'.
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5.4

MANAGEMENT

5.4.1

The intention of the TAMP is to promote efficient use of current resources and future
investment, both capital and revenue, to assist the Council in achieving a high level of service
provision to local communities and residents. This includes management of the street lighting
administered by the Council.

5.4.2

The Council’s Street Lighting Team has built up a comprehensive data set which is used in dayto-day operations, payment of energy accounts and for the development of an asset valuation.
Information is held in the Council's highway asset management system CONFIRM.

5.4.3

For the purposes of asset management, street lighting and illuminated highway infrastructure is
collected together as a single asset type and has been structured using the three level
classification set out in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Lighting Asset Components
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Lighting Columns

Column

(Asset Type)
Lighting

Brackets
Luminaires
Mounted Lighting Units

Brackets
Luminaires

Heritage Columns

Column
Brackets
Luminaires

Illuminated Bollards

Luminaires
Control equipment and cables

Illuminated Signs

Brackets
Luminaires

Ancillary Electrical

Control equipment and cables
Control gear, switching, internal wiring etc

5.4.4

The street lighting asset has been developed for a number of purposes which require specific
lighting conditions. In order to manage the future demands on the street lighting asset, the
Council has developed a hierarchy of lighting levels. Different lighting levels will be appropriate
to serve different functions, for example it will not be necessary to light a rural village in the
same way as an urban centre.

5.4.5

This plan and the East Riding Street Lighting Code of Practice have adopted the Institute of
Lighting Professional’s (ILP) structure of four environmental zones, developed to locally
appropriate levels (shown in Table 5.3). Lighting would typically not be considered for
environmental zones E1 and E2 unless for enhancement of road safety. Within E3 and E4
reduced luminance specific to residential areas would be considered unless the route is of traffic
significance. More details can be found in the Street Lighting Code of Practice.
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Table 5.3: Environmental Zones
Environment
Zone

E1

Description

Example

Light Intensity

Generally dark
areas

Much of the rural East Riding, the
Wolds areas, and places away from
the urban centres

Sky glow ULR max => 0
Light trespass => 2
Source Intensity max => 2.5

E2

E3

E4

Low district
brightness areas

Medium district
brightness

High district
brightness areas

Villages, smaller towns and existing
relatively dark urban locations (rural
service centres, primary villages and
other smaller settlements as
designated through the emerging
Local Plan)

The Major Haltemprice Settlements,
Principal Towns and Towns, as
designated through the emerging
Local Plan

Town centres and areas of high
night time activity within the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns - determined as
Category 1 footway

Sky glow ULR max => 2.5
Light trespass => 5
Source Intensity max => 7.5

Sky glow ULR max => 5
Light trespass => 10
Source Intensity max => 10

Sky glow ULR max => 15
Light trespass => 25
Source Intensity max => 25

5.5

QUANTITIES

5.5.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council has a large street lighting stock of approximately 39,000
columns (see Table 5.4), which has been growing at an average rate of 0.2% (75 columns) over
the last 5 years.
Table 5.4: Column Quantities by Height

5.5.2

Asset Type

Quantity

Columns up to 6.0m

29,561

Columns up to 8.0m

4,193

Columns up to 10.0m

4,472

Other illuminated items

3,866

The street lighting stock has been built up over many years and incorporates a variety of asset
types and materials, each having different lifespans and maintenance regimes. In terms of the
future maintenance of the street lighting stock and the replacement programme, the reduction
of stock variation will lead to a simplified maintenance regime and reduced levels of spare stock.
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5.5.3

Growth in the street lighting inventory is predominantly due to new installations on new
developments, some added to improve road safety, as well as the replacement programme for
old concrete columns.

5.5.4

In addition, when refurbishing obsolete lighting stock it is sometimes necessary to introduce
additional lighting columns to ensure the levels of luminance are maintained. It is therefore
essential that the lighting environment is reconsidered at the redesign stage to prevent the
authority installing unnecessary additional columns.

MATERIALS
5.5.5

The Council’s existing street lighting assets can be broken down as shown in Figure 5.5 below:
Figure 5.5: Column Materials
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Other – Wall
mounted lights, pole
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5.5.6

The Council manages a varied asset stock consisting predominantly of steel columns which make
up 92% of the asset stock. In addition, the Council maintains a stock of approximately 106
concrete columns which make up a further 1% of the asset base. These were generally installed
in the 1960s with an expected lifespan of 35+ years. These columns are therefore reaching the
end of their operational life and will eventually be replaced by steel columns. The council have
replaced over 600 of these in the last 3 years.

5.5.7

A further 838 cast iron columns (2%) are maintained within conservation areas. A small number
of lights are mounted on third party (YE) timber posts. As electricity supply services are
transferred to an underground supply, these will need to be relocated.

LIGHT SOURCES
5.5.8

Similar to column material, the Council maintained a varied stock of light sources, which resulted
in high energy consumption and an energy running cost of approximately £1.1m in 2018.
Improvements to the lighting stock reduces energy consumption and annually the East Riding’s
consumption (shown in Figure 5.6) and a reduction in the Council’s carbon footprint.
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Figure 5.6: Typical street lighting energy consumption (KWh)
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The Council embarked on a transformation programme in 2011 to update the lighting stock to
white lighting. White light offers a clearer and more energy effective lighting provision with
reduced maintenance implications. As of 2019, 70% of the Council’s lighting stock now operates
low-energy LED lighting, with only 2% traditional lighting.
Figure 5.7: Light Source 2019
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OWNERSHIP
5.5.10 In addition to the highway-owned asset, the service manages a non-highway lighting stock,
including Parish street lighting and lighting for housing estates, of approximately 2,000 columns.
These are not considered as part of this plan; however, there is a need to rationalise the private
street lighting stock and stock control.
ILLUMINATED SIGNS AND BOLLARDS
5.5.11 East Riding of Yorkshire Council maintains 1,341 illuminated signs and 1,228 illuminated bollards.
Where allowed through legislation, lighting from existing illuminated signs shall be removed in
line with national guidance provided in 'Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions'. This
document is constantly being reviewed and lighting requirements varied. The Council will, where
appropriate, seek to take advantage of changes to remove illuminated signs or where required
use solar powered LED lighting by default.

5.6

CONDITION

5.6.1

The management of the street lighting asset will be developed in line with the recommendations
given within the ILP GN 22 Asset Management toolkit; and Well Managed Highways
Infrastructure 2016. As an ageing street lighting stock leads to a greater risk of column failure
or collapse, it is important to understand the asset condition.

5.6.2

Street lighting condition is assessed by the Council through a number of routine inspections and
tests that are carried out in accordance with codes of practice shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Street lighting inspection frequency
Inspection/Test

Frequency

Night scouting

12 times per year (monthly)

Visual safety checks

At each visit to the light

Clean, inspect and change lamp

Currently burn to extinction but will be every six years
when energy project complete in 2020

Electrical testing

Every six years to coincide with bulk lamp change

Structural testing

As required in line with GN22 and previous inspection
analysis

STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS
5.6.3

Different types of lighting columns have different structural problems. East Riding of Yorkshire
Council follows the inspection methodology of the ILE report GN22 and has determined a
priority for inspection of each column based on the level of risk presented by the column.

5.6.4

Sites are identified for inspection once they reach their theoretical action age which is the point
when they are considered to be at risk of deteriorating. In the East Riding, the typical action age
is 25 years, though this can vary between 20 and 50 years. Inspections should take place at least
once every six years unless further concerns are identified which may increase the frequency of
inspection or require repairs to be planned.
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5.6.5

TR22 recommends that columns beyond their action age are considered Priority 1 for
inspection. It suggests that these columns could be further prioritised based on how far beyond
the action age a column is and the consequences of the column’s failure. Columns below
actionable age will not be inspected.

5.6.6

Structural testing results record a condition category which is used to establish:
 When the individual columns should be checked again;
 Which columns if any need immediate attention/replacement; and
 Which columns are to be replaced as part of the annual replacement programme.

Figure 5.9: Column Corrosion

ELECTRICAL INSPECTIONS
5.6.7

Electrical testing is carried out on all street lighting columns, feeder pillars and the Councilowned cable network. This is carried out from year 12, after which inspections are carried out
on a six-year cyclical basis in accordance with the requirements of BS 7671: Requirements of
Electrical Installations.

5.6.8

Records of maintenance, including electrical testing results, are kept throughout the life of the
installation, enabling the condition of the equipment and the effectiveness of maintenance
policies to be monitored.

ROUTINE INSPECTIONS
5.6.9

The Council undertakes regular night time patrols for the detection of lighting failure within the
stock. The surveys are undertaken on average every 30 days and cover the whole network.
These inspections have routinely identified more than 3,000 luminance failures and ensure that
the asset maintains a high level of working lights and minimal out of action time.
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CURRENT CONDITION
5.6.10 The street lighting stock has not been built up uniformly over the years. Table 5.10 and Figure
5.11 show the current age of street lighting stock. In 2015, the Council established that
approximately 40% of the lighting stock was at or beyond its action age requiring structural
monitoring, greater risk of failure and leading to inefficient use of resources.
5.6.11 The 2015 evaluation of the street lighting stock showed that over 11,300 columns are currently
performing beyond their design life and 2,300 columns are greater than 40 years old (see Table
5.11 and Figure 5.12). This compares to the average regional figure of 10% street lighting stock
exceeding 40 years old and a national figure of 15%. The street lighting stock will continue to
fall beyond design life at a typical rate of 670 columns per year rising to 1,160 by 2029.
Table 5.10: Age Profile of Street Lighting Stock
Year of Installation

No. of Columns

%

Cumulative %

Pre 1950’s

584

1.50

1.5

1950’s

28

0.07

1.57

1960’s

329

0.85

2.42

1970’s

1,485

3.83

6.25

1980’s

3,935

10.14

16.39

1990’s

11,616

29.93

46.32

2000’s

20,838

53.68

100.00

Figure 5.11: Age of Street Lighting Stock
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5.6.12 Retaining columns greater than 40 years old within the street lighting stock will require an
increased structural inspection regime until the backlog is removed.
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5.7

VALUATION

5.7.1

The Gross Replacement Cost (GRC) and the depreciation cost have been calculated using the
Code of Practice on Transport and Infrastructure Assets 2010 calculation templates and
standard rates. This process is under continuous development in line with recommendations
made by the Code of Practice.

5.7.2

These calculations have resulted in an initial street lighting GRC estimate of approximately
£34m, 90% of which is made up of street lighting column stock valued at £29m.
Table 5.12: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross
Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost
(£000's)

Carriageway

3,405 km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways & Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981no

£34,392

£18,610

Columns up to 6 m

29,554

£21,278

£12,159

Columns up to 8 m

4,193

£3,669

£2,096

Columns up to 10 m

4,472

£4,450

£2,797

Other lighting

1,896

£2,003

£691

Feeder Pillars

188

£269

£67

Bollards

1,228

£792

£158

Illuminated Signs

2,450

£1,931

£642

Street Furniture

estimate

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

£,3,649

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement
Cost of Major Assets
(Excluding Highway Land)

£4,698,932

5.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

5.8.1

An understanding of how assets or components deteriorate, and particularly when they will
have to be replaced or treated, forms part of effective asset management. Good management
and maintenance strategies should be based on a lifecycle plan and designed to optimise value
over their lifespan.

5.8.2

A lifecycle plan identifying treatment costs and their projected timing provides the information
needed to forecast long-term expenditure demands and to provide effective options through
financial modelling.
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LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
5.8.3

The constant improvement of the highway network means that new street lighting assets are
regularly installed and existing stock replaced.

5.8.4

Typically the Council receives additional street lighting stock through the adoption of new roads
from housing and business developments. New street lighting assets may also be installed as part
of highway maintenance, improvement or safety schemes. Once established, it is important that
these new assets are correctly recorded in the CONFIRM system to form an accurate inventory
of the lighting stock.

5.8.5

In taking on new assets, the service will ask:

‘does this street need to be lit?’
5.8.6

New developments will first be assessed by the Council’s street lighting team to consider
whether the Council requires the proposed development to be lit as part of the adoption
process.

5.8.7

If the Council determines that the development is to be lit and adopted it must meet highway
lighting standards and be lit in accordance with Council guidelines. The Council will not adopt
street lighting systems where it considers that the development does not need to be lit.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
5.8.8

In the provision of an efficient and effective service, there will be occasions where installed
lighting needs to be reviewed either because it no longer serves the purpose it was intended
for, or because it is simply not required. Disposal should consider the impact of light removal
and whether legal and physical works are necessary to facilitate the process. All removals will
be monitored for a six month review period.

5.8.9

The decisions to remove a street lighting system will be considered through the process set out
in East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s Code of Practice.

5.8.10 The review of a street lighting system will seek to remove lighting unless there is a clear case
for lighting. Once the initial appraisal is completed and concludes that the lighting no longer
serves purpose, a consultation exercise will be conducted to consider the consequences of the
lighting removal, including relevant safety and security assessments. A decision record presenting
the results will be prepared for approval by the Director of ENS, acting as the Highway
Authority.
LIFECYCLE EVENT: TREATMENT
5.8.11 Treatments are dictated by safety and serviceability requirements and include:
 Luminaire/tray replacement – inefficient lanterns are being replaced with energy
efficient luminaires. These provide improved quality with ‘white’ light and have a lifespan of
approximately 25 years.
 Group lamp replacement – most lamp types have an expected service life of between
4 and 6 years, although more recent white light sources can offer a potential service life of
up to 25 years. It is considered to be more economical to replace lamps in bulk at
recommended intervals rather than on a reactive basis upon failure.
 Column replacement.
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: DO MINIMUM
5.8.12 A sample set of columns was examined to determine the change in conditions between the last
two TR22 inspections. The results, along with the existing condition of the street lighting stock,
were used in the HMEP lifecycle model to forecast future condition. The model assumes a
uniform spread of condition across each band and assumes a consistent percentage falls into a
lower band each year.
5.8.13 The do minimum model shows that if no investment is to be made in the street lighting stock
26% (10,000 columns) would be at high risk of collapse by 2038 (see Figure 5.13).
Figure 5.13: Street Lighting Do Minimum
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LIFECYCLE OPTION 2: CONTINUE WITH EXISTING INVESTMENT
5.8.14 Based on TR22 results and an assumption of uniform condition across each band, current
investment should see the asset remain in good condition and stable state. However, the number
of columns beyond lifespan is expected to rise by an additional 1,200 columns a year by 2029
(see Figure 5.14).
Figure 5.14: Existing Investment
Current Investment
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5.8.15 This evaluation assumes that uniform deterioration of the 9,000 columns older than 40 years.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 3: STEADY STATE – REMOVE BACKLOG, MINIMISE COSTS
5.8.16 The current refurbishment of the street lighting stock has brought the asset into an optimal
steady state. The replacement of 9,000 columns from the stock has removed columns over 40
years old.
5.8.17 The current maintenance allocations of £875k should be suffice to maintain the stock in a stable
state. Replacement of old stock has had the added benefit of introducing lower cost white light
sources, minimising energy consumption.
Table 5.15: Backlog Clearance & Steady State Investment
Asset

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Column Replacement

£0.875m

£0.875m

£0.875m

£0.875m

£0.875m

£0.875m

Removal of Backlog

£2.150m

£2.150m

£2.150m

White Light Refurbishment

£0.961m

£0.990m

£1.035m

£1.035m

TOTAL

£3.986m

£4.015m

£4.060m

£1.910m

£0.875m

£0.875m

5.9

PERFORMANCE

5.9.1

The desired levels of service for this asset category are set out in Table 5.16 below and a
monitoring regime will be developed around these attributes.
Table 5.16: Desired levels of service
Attribute

Desired Standard

Performance Measures

Safety

Road and footway lit to the recommended
standards, to reduce accidents, crime and the
fear of crime

Structural test results

Installations physically and electrically safe
Availability

Electrical test results
CONFIRM reports

98% of all lights working
7 day average repair time

Serviceability

Low levels of light pollution
Good visual appearance in high amenity areas

Condition

Consistent with achieving minimum whole-life
cost, in terms of preventative maintenance
and column replacement

Sustainability

Condition data

Cost of working light
Energy consumption KWh
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5.10 GAP ANALYSIS
5.10.1 Our ageing street lighting stock exposes the Council to increasing risk. Ideally this should be
kept under control by investment balancing the rate of deterioration, whilst not introducing
future maintenance concerns. As a minimum, the ageing stock requires a risk-based structural
inspection regime to establish any immediate hazards and help improve forecasting of future
deterioration.
5.10.2 Through the transformational investment option, there are clear advantages to reduction in the
energy consumption of the street lighting asset, and consequently a reduction in ongoing energy
costs. Investment will lead to an improved asset stock, reduced operational costs and, with
current levels of investment, establish a sustainable lighting stock.
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STREET FURNITURE
6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

Street furniture is a collective term for objects and equipment installed on the street, generally
for the benefit of the highway user. The provision of street furniture is essential to facilitating
the safe and expeditious use of the highway. The orange panel to the right illustrates the type
of assets that are included within the street furniture group.

6.1.2

A number of street furniture assets are not maintained by the Council
as the highway authority. Whilst some of these assets may be
included under the ‘non-highway’ asset group (see chapter 9), the
focus of this chapter is on the highway authority's street furniture.

6.1.3

Being a predominantly rural authority, with some larger towns and
built up areas, the East Riding has a divided approach to street
furniture. Within a rural environment street furniture is typically
limited to providing information and protecting the highway user,
whilst in more urban locations street furniture may be used to
enhance the environment and provide an amenity.

6.1.4

Although this asset forms a small part of the highway infrastructure,
it has a high level of public interest. Excessive or inappropriate street
furniture can lead to a street looking cluttered or out of context with
its surroundings. A balance therefore needs to be struck between
aiding safe movement and minimising the negative impact on the
environment. The Council’s prime concern as the highway authority
will be on the benefit the furniture has to highway purposes. This
chapter aims to set out how this balance is to be achieved and
maintained.

6.2

POLICY

6.2.1

The street furniture asset management plan contributes to achieving the Council's Corporate
Priorities and the objectives of the LTP.

6.2.2

This street furniture asset management plan supports the Council's Corporate Priorities as
follows:

 Growing the Economy by providing clear directions for business and tourism and
appropriate facilities to support economic activity and regeneration;
 Valuing our environment by minimising clutter, enhancing the public realm and
providing appropriate information to reduce carbon emissions, traffic noise, congestion and
delay;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by supporting active travel, walking, cycling and the
wellbeing of residents and visitors;
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 Protecting the Vulnerable by improving the accessibility of services and facilities, and
by providing assistance through good quality travel and transport information and facilities;
and
 Helping children and young people achieve by supporting access to training and
employment opportunities.
6.2.3

This street furniture asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more
specific transport objectives of the LTP by:
 Providing an environment encourage regeneration and growth;
 Facilitating efficient use of the network, reducing carbon emissions and congestion;
 Facilitating the safe movement of road users and improving road safety;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services including a well-managed winter maintenance service;
and
 Minimising congestion by reducing car journeys.

6.2.4

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.

6.3

STRATEGY

6.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing the street furniture asset will
complement the overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP as outlined
above. In respect of the street furniture asset:
Figure 6.1: Street Furniture Asset Strategy Statement

The Council will aim to manage our street furniture to best
enhance the street environment. We will minimise clutter
and aim to provide clear information to the highway user.
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6.4

MANAGEMENT

6.4.1

A number of street furniture assets have been established to deliver specific objectives and in
determining the management of these assets, the Council has identified four asset groups. These
are set out in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Classification of Street Furniture
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(Asset Type)

(Asset Groups)

(Components)

Street Furniture

Highway (used for the safe movement
of traffic and improved roads safety,
including Winter Maintenance
infrastructure)

Traffic signs (non-illuminated)
Safety fences
Pedestrian barriers
Cattle grids
Gates
Bollards
Verge markers
Grit bins
Weather stations

StreetScene (maintained by the
highway service for the purposes other
than above)

Street name plates

Amenity (enhancements to the street
environment)

Trees

Transport (support public transport,
predominantly bus services)

Bus shelters

Litter bins

Seating

6.4.2

The Council has a decluttering agenda and highway schemes should always take opportunities
to rationalise signing and other street furniture to remove unnecessary items. To help achieve
this, the Council has developed design codes covering signing in both rural and urban
environments to help standardise provision. These codes will establish a consistent approach to
signing which provides the road user with reliable information on all routes.

6.4.3

However, not all street furniture is managed or owned by the Council. For example, many bus
shelters have been transferred to Town or Parish Councils and some are owned and maintained
by third party companies. Similarly Town and Parish Councils may be responsible for Waste
bins, Seating, and supplementary Grit Bins. This furniture may still put the highway user at risk
if poorly maintained.

6.4.4

The street furniture stock has been built up over many years and incorporates a wide range of
components, each having different lifespans and maintenance regimes. For management
purposes much of the maintenance of the 14 component types is reactive, responding to damage
or wear identified through routine carriageway inspections or reports.
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6.5

QUANTITIES

6.5.1

The quantity of items comprising the street furniture asset in the East Riding of Yorkshire is
difficult to accurately measure. An initial estimate has been made through an inventory collection
of the classified road network and this is extended each year to provide an increasingly accurate
assessment. The estimated quantity of the street furniture asset is set out in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Estimated Quantity of Street Furniture Components (2019)
Street Furniture Components

Quantity (estimates)

Traffic signs (non-illuminated)

18,635

Safety fences/barriers

38,328 linear metres

Pedestrian barriers

2,526 linear metres

Cattle grids

7

Gates

Not quantified

Bollards/posts

1,728

Verge marker Posts

2,009

Grit bins

1,027

Weather stations

10

Street name plates

6,153

Litter bins

2,606

Trees

Not quantified

Bus shelters

57

Seating

364

6.5.2

The predominant assets of the street furniture group are traffic signs of which approximately
12,000 of the estimated 18,635 lie within built-up areas. Based on road network length the
density of signage is 9 signs per km in urban locations and 5 signs per km in rural locations.

6.5.3

The asset contains approximately 6,000 street name plates. These are generally provided by the
developer prior to adoption of new highway and thereafter maintained by Council’s Streetscene
team.

6.5.4

Although there are many thousands of trees on the highway, only those defined as 'highway
trees' which perform a specific function in support of the operation of the network should be
quantified for the purposes of asset management. For example trees may be used to reduce
noise pollution or mark village gateways and it is these trees which serve a highway purpose. At
present the number of 'highway trees' has not been quantified but in the context of the entire
highway asset the value and maintenance liability is considered to be small. Similarly there are a
small number of gates in the highway, but these are typically owned by third parties.

6.5.5

Table 6.3 shows only those components in the ownership of the Council. For example, there
are more grit/salt bins on the highway than those indicated in Table 6.3 but many are not owned
by East Riding of Yorkshire Council, instead being the property of Parish or Town Councils.
Many bus shelters also fall into this description and it is the policy of the Council to transfer
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ownership bus shelters to Parish/Town Councils following installation. Similarly much public
seating is also owned by Parish or Town Councils.

6.6

CONDITION

6.6.1

Limited condition information is currently recorded for the street furniture asset. There are
some gaps in the information we hold on the street furniture asset and more work is required
to gather this data to ensure that our asset inventory is accurate and reliable. This may include:
 Extended inventory collection;
 Establishing inspection regimes where currently they are lacking; and
 Establishing ‘creating, acquisition, upgrading and disposal' protocols.

6.6.2

Historically, installation dates have rarely been recorded but checks on safety are made through
regular inspections. In the context of the entire highway network this is a low value asset which
is assumed to deteriorate in a linear fashion over the expected lifespan.
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6.7

VALUATION

6.7.1

Accurately valuing the street furniture asset is complex due to the range and variation in the
depreciation of components. The Council has used available guidance to develop an estimate
based on an audit of a sample of the highway network, which is extended each year. Due to the
limited information held regarding street furniture, when calculating the depreciation for asset
valuation it was assumed that all items were halfway through their service life and further
depreciation would follow at a consistent rate (straight line depreciation).

6.7.2

This has provided an estimated Gross Replacement Cost (GRC) of over £17 million (see Table
6.4).
Table 6.4: 2015/16 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross Replacement Cost
(£000’s)

Depreciated Replacement
Cost (£000’s)

Carriageway

3,405km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways and Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

£17,423

£8,706

Street Furniture
Signing

18,635 no

4,771

2,385

Safety Fencing

38,328 m

7,887

3,944

Pedestrian Barrier

2,526 m

198

99

Bollards

1,728 no

454

227

Street Name plates

6,153 no

1,064

532

Litter Bins

2,606 no

1,140

590

Bus Shelters

57 no

285

142

1,684

552
£3,649

Other
Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major Assets
(Excluding Highway Land)

6.7.3

£4,698,932

Street furniture represents a small proportion of the total highway asset, with an asset value of
0.7% of the total. The most predominant value street furniture components are signing and
safety fencing, with a combined value representing 73% of the street furniture asset. Efforts to
improve the management of the street furniture asset will therefore focus on improving the
condition and inventory data of these components.
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6.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

6.8.1

An understanding of how assets or components deteriorate, and particularly when they will
have to be replaced or treated, forms part of effective asset management. Good management
and maintenance strategies should be based on a lifecycle plan and designed to optimise value
over the lifespan of the asset.

6.8.2

A lifecycle plan identifying costs of treatments and projected timing will provide the information
needed to forecast long-term expenditure demands and to provide effective options through
financial modelling.

6.8.3

The whole life costing exercise and development of local indicators has not yet been carried out
for this asset. Whole life costing will be developed throughout the asset management
implementation process and as a result of the asset valuation exercise. Its application to the
street furniture asset will be determined during the process.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
6.8.4

The adoption of new roads from housing and business developments may include the acquisition
of new street furniture assets; these will have been designed in accordance with the Council's
standards and statutory requirements. Additional street furniture will have been installed and
maintained by either Town or Parish Councils with the permission of the Highway Authority.

6.8.5

New assets are often installed, or old ones replaced, as part of highway maintenance,
improvement or safety schemes. It is important that these are correctly recorded through the
CONFIRM system to assist in the development of an accurate inventory and that any signing is
installed in accordance with the guidance provided in the Council's Rural and Urban Road Design
Codes. Signing may also be modified to reflect changes in road classification or use.

6.8.6

Generally there is a net increase in the asset each year. For example, data analysis for the period
between September 2010 and June 2013 showed an increase of around 400 non-illuminated
traffic signs on the highway network each year. There are also occasional requests for tourist
(brown) signs and the policy for considering these requests needs to be updated.

6.8.7

The Council considers the introduction of new grit/salt bins within the Winter Maintenance
Policy and funded bins where appropriate criteria has been met. Parish and Town Councils have
added further bins which may have service level agreements.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
6.8.8

Disposal of individual assets may occur where the asset is no longer required through changes
in statutory requirements or may be removed to reduce street clutter where the asset has been
deemed unnecessary. It is important that these changes are correctly recorded to maintain the
accuracy of the asset inventory.

6.8.9

Some components are disposed of through the transfer of ownership, for example the transfer
of bus shelters to Parish or Town Councils. Decluttering exercises can also lead to a reduction
in the number of road signs and disposal of these components.

6.8.10 There is a cost for disposal, for example the cost of the legal process in transferring an asset or
the works required to remove signs which are redundant. However, this is offset against the
reduced future maintenance liability.
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LIFECYCLE EVENT: TREATMENT
6.8.11 Due to the nature of this asset and its comparative value, there is limited justification for
maintenance treatments in the lifecycles of these components beyond creation and disposal.
Maintenance tends to be restricted to measures such as cleaning signs and other components,
pruning trees or refilling grit/salt bins.
6.8.12 As indicated above, removing components before the end of their lifespan has a cost and, unless
there is a safety issue, they may sometimes be left in place to reduce these additional costs.
6.8.13 To gain a better understanding of the value and lifespans of street furniture components would
require developing a lifecycle for all 14 level 3 assets. Over time, as better information becomes
available, it may be possible to carry out a lifecycle appraisal on each asset. However, as the
overall value of street furniture makes up such a small percentage of the overall gross
replacement cost of the highway infrastructure this is not seen as a priority at present.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: STEADY STATE
6.8.14 Considering a simplified lifecycle of replacement at end of lifespan, and no changes to the
network, the annual investment in the street furniture stock need ideally keep pace with the
annual depreciation.
6.8.15 Predominant values in the annual depreciation are :
 £390k on safety fencing;
 £159k signing;
 £45k bollards; and
 £35k street nameplates.

6.9

PERFORMANCE

6.9.1

There are currently no available performance indicators for this asset type. Given the small
proportion (0.7%) of the total gross replacement cost of the highway asset, this is not seen as a
priority at present.

6.10 GAP ANALYSIS
6.10.1 The predominant assets within the street furniture asset group are signing & safety fencing.
Whilst these assets form a small part of the overall asset value, the assets do affect the public
use of the highway. The Data Management Strategy has identified a business need to develop
greater information on these two assets, and our understanding of tree condition that may affect
the highway user.
6.10.2 Improvements in the management of the asset will initially focus on building up appropriate data
for the sign and safety fencing assets and subsequently consider alternative treatments. The
Council has developed a rudimentary inventory of safety fence assets and derived a programme
of refurbishment or disposal. The Council is also trialling the use of AI video surveys to gather
more detail on the sign inventory.
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
7.1

INTRODUCTION

7.1.1

The Council manages a highway network of approximately 2,206 miles (3,550km) of
carriageway, which supports over 222 million journeys a year. An effective system of traffic
management is vital to manage this volume of traffic over such a large network,

7.1.2

With the safety of road users critically linked with
the effective operation of traffic management
components, such as traffic signals and pedestrian
crossings, it is imperative that the Council has in
place a robust process for the management of this
asset.

7.1.3

Although traffic management systems are
perhaps most obvious in urban areas, the
presence of traffic signals, vehicle activated signs
and speed cameras make a significant
contribution to safety on the rural network.

7.2

POLICY

7.2.1

This traffic management asset management plan supports the Council's Corporate Priorities as
follows:
 Growing the Economy by providing effective management of traffic to help support
economic activity and regeneration;
 Valuing our environment by facilitating the free movement of traffic, reducing carbon
emissions, traffic noise and congestion;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by supporting active travel, walking, cycling and the
wellbeing of residents and visitors and minimising traffic generated pollutants;
 Protecting the Vulnerable by the control of traffic; and
 Helping children and young people achieve by the management of traffic around and
to training and employment opportunities.

7.2.2

This asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more specific transport
objectives of the LTP by:
 Facilitating the safe and effective movement of traffic to encourage regeneration and
growth;
 Supporting free movement of traffic and supporting alternatives to the car, reducing
carbon emissions and congestion;
 Facilitating the safe movement of all road users and improving road safety;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services; and
 Minimising congestion by smoothing the flow of traffic and managing traffic movements.
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7.2.3

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.

7.3

STRATEGY

7.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for traffic management will complement the
overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and the Corporate Priorities
described in the Council's Business Plan. In respect of the traffic management asset:
Figure 7.1: Traffic Management Asset Strategy Statement

The Council will aim to manage our traffic management
assets to ensure that the public can travel safely and with
minimal disruption or delay. We will minimise clutter and aim
to provide clear information to the highway user.
7.4

MANAGEMENT

7.4.1

For the purposes of Asset Management, the traffic management asset has been broken down
into a number of groups and components following the classification shown in Table 7.2.

7.4.2

Several of the traffic management asset groups are critical to the safe and efficient operation of
the highway network and provide essential control at sensitive locations. For this reason
effective management of the asset is a high priority.
Table 7.2: Classification of traffic management assets
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(Asset Type)

(Asset Groups)

(Components)

Traffic
Management
Systems

Traffic Signals

Different types of signals and crossings

Pedestrian Signals
Zebra Crossings
In-station (e.g. remote monitoring
hardware, traffic signal control)

Complete installation

Information Systems

Variable message signs
Vehicle activated signs
School flashing lights
CCTV
Real time passenger information
Automatic Traffic Counters

Safety Cameras*

Poles, housings and cameras

*managed by Safer Roads Humber
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7.5

QUANTITIES

7.5.1

The inventory of traffic management assets is constantly being revised as new components are
added. For example the number of vehicle activated signs has increased significantly over recent
years. Although representing only a small proportion of the total highway asset (0.3%) it is
important to maintain an accurate and up-to-date inventory to facilitate robust valuation and
management. The current quantities for traffic management assets are set out in Table 7.3
Table 7.3: Quantities of traffic management assets (April 2019)
Asset

Number

Traffic Signal Junctions

47

Signalised Pedestrian Crossings (Puffins, Pelicans, Toucans and Pegasus)

43

Zebra Crossings

248

School Flashing Lights

226

Safety Cameras*

72

Vehicle Activated Signs

197

Variable Message Signs

11

CCTV

44

Remote Monitoring/Signal Control Units

36

Automatic Traffic Counters

73

*managed by Safer Roads Humber

7.5.2

The Council has a low number of traffic signals reflecting the rural nature of the authority.
Conversely the Council manages a high number of school flashing lights and vehicle activated
signs which make up 45% of the asset group.

7.5.3

Through the LTP the Council has introduced a number of successful traffic management
schemes. These are typically introduced to alleviate traffic concerns although the infrastructure
only provides part of the solution and rely on other assets, such as signing and lining, to deliver
a complete solution.

7.5.4

The Council has a series of automatic traffic counters on local A roads to improve our
understanding of traffic movements around the East Riding. The data provided is being used to
establish the character of the road and its sensitivity to traffic, and the corresponding
appropriate level of maintenance.

7.6

CONDITION

7.6.1

The majority of traffic management assets are inspected annually, including an electrical safety
check. This may identify routine maintenance requirements such as cleaning and minor repairs.

7.6.2

Each component is subject to an annual condition inspection, and some assets are inspected
more frequently. Through this process, information is progressively being gathered on the age
and condition of the asset and recorded on the CONFIRM system. This will enable improved
accuracy of valuation and asset condition assessment.
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7.6.3

At present the stock is assumed to be in a mature state, uniformly deteriorating from date of
installation.

7.7

VALUATION

7.7.1

Accurately valuing the traffic management asset is complex due to the range of components and
emerging information on age and condition. Work is ongoing to improve the availability of asset
and performance data by completing a comprehensive inventory and placing the information on
the CONFIRM monitoring system.

7.7.2

Based on the current assumption, an estimated Gross Replacement Cost (GRC) for the asset is
around £13 million, the smallest element of the total highway asset (see Replace table with Table
7.4). The highest value component of the traffic management asset are junction crossings
£5.969m, accounting for around 46% of the total value of this asset type with a further £1.469m
relating to signal components at these sites.
Replace table with Table 7.4: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Carriageway

3,405 km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways and Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

Street Furniture

Estimate

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052no

£13,014

£3,649

Traffic Signals Components

2,991

£1,469

£531

Crossings, Cameras,
Junctions, VMS

500

£9,051

£2,332

Of which Road
Junctions
Variable Message Signs &
Vehicle Activated SIgns

47

£5,969

£1,194

208

£1,379

£428

Information Systems

353

£1,114

£358

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major Assets
(Excluding Highway Land)

£4,698,932

7.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

7.8.1

Based on the comparatively low level of asset value, the development of further inventory details
has not been given a high priority. However, given the importance of the systems to the safety
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and efficient operation of the network, a robust valuation and condition assessment is crucial to
effective management.
7.8.2

An understanding of how components deteriorate, and particularly when they will have to be
replaced or repaired, forms part of effective asset management. At present the effective lifespan
of traffic management assets is only estimated and ranges between different components. For
example, traffic signal heads have a predicted lifespan of 25 years whereas the lifespan for
Automatic Traffic Counters (ATCs) is only 10 years (see Table 7.5
Table 7.5: Effective lifespan of main traffic management assets

7.8.3

Asset

Effective Lifespan
(Years)

Traffic Signals

25

Signalised Pedestrian Crossings (Puffins, Pelicans, Toucans and Pegasus)

20

Zebra Crossings

20

Vehicle Activated Signs

10

Variable Message Signs

10

ATCs

10

Asset data will be progressively expanded within the CONFIRM system will facilitate this.

LIFECYCLE OPTION APPRAISAL
7.8.4

Effective asset management needs appropriate inventory plus up-to-date local cost data and
condition information. It also requires the modelling of asset or components deterioration and,
in particular, when they will have to be replaced or repaired.

7.8.5

Whilst this model is relevant for highways assets, for traffic management it has a restricted
impact. The range of component types, projected lifespans and potential maintenance
interventions result in a complex variety of lifecycles.

7.8.6

However for the majority of components in the traffic management asset, other than cleaning,
minor repairs and electrical safety checks, potential intervention is limited. The lifecycle is mainly
dictated by:
 Changes in technology leading to obsolescence or comparative inefficiency; or
 Failure of the component.

7.8.7

Over time, improving information on the age and condition of the asset will assist in the efficient
allocation of budget and financial planning. Where changes in technology may lead to
replacement it is envisaged that the process will be gradual and would not affect a large number
of components simultaneously.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
7.8.8

Major schemes and road safety programmes can add new traffic management components to
the asset base through the installation of additional traffic signals, pedestrian crossings or Vehicle
Activated Signs/Variable Message Signs. Occasionally developer funded highway improvements
may also include signals or new pedestrian crossing facilities.
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LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
7.8.9

Changes to road layouts, relocation of public services or new development can lead to the
removal of traffic signals or pedestrian crossings if demand is reduced. Assets can be modified
by changes to junction control or pedestrian facilities. It is important that these changes are
correctly recorded on the CONFIRM system to maintain the accuracy of the asset inventory.

7.8.10 Considering that the strategy for this asset group is to ensure safe travel, while minimising
clutter, the benefits of continued use at a location will be reviewed at replacement date and the
continual use established on forecast impact on a site by site basis.
LIFECYCLE OPTION 1: STEADY STATE
7.8.11 Considering a simplified lifecycle of replacement at end of lifespan, and no changes to the
network, the annual investment in the street furniture stock need ideally keep pace with the
annual depreciation.
7.8.12 Predominant values in the annual depreciation are :
 308k Traffic Signal Sites (£70k signals, £238k road junctions)
 123k Controlled Crossings
 66k Vehicle Activated Sign / Variable Message Signs
LIFECYCLE OPTION 2: CONTINUE WITH EXISTING INVESTMENT
7.8.13 The predominant traffic management value is located at traffic signal sites. Over the past two
years, the Council has invested £700k in the replacement of the aging traffic signal stock, which
will be reflected in next year’s valuation.
7.8.14 The introduction of smaller traffic management infrastructure is primarily to resolve concerns
about road safety. Therefore the continued operation of the VAS / VMS beyond the lifespan of
the asset relies on the continued road safety concern. The replacement would be considered
the introduction of a new rather than the lifecycle maintenance of an existing asset. No lifecycle
option has been developed for the VAS/VMS infrastructure.
7.8.15 Following the refurbishment of traffic signal stock, a sum of £85k capital has been set aside for
the maintenance and refurbishment of traffic management infrastructure, in addition to the
£175k routine planned maintenance.

7.9

PERFORMANCE

7.9.1

The majority of traffic management components are inspected at least annually, including an
electrical safety check, although at some key sites operational faults can be quickly identified
through remote monitoring. Remote monitoring is currently available at approximately 40% of
traffic signals in the East Riding but plans are in place to significantly increase this proportion
using funding from the LTP.
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7.10 GAP ANALYSIS
7.10.1 Much of the traffic signal equipment at key locations has remote monitoring capabilities, allowing
faults to be quickly identified and remedied. However, at present robust data is not available for
the traffic management asset. The development of processes to establish and maintain this
information will be undertaken as part of the TAMP.
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HIGHWAY LAND
8.1

INTRODUCTION

8.1.1

As the highway authority, East Riding of Yorkshire Council maintains rights for the public to
pass and re-pass along routes around the local authority area. The highway authority may
construct roads, footways and other infrastructure to support the public rights of the routes,
but do not own the land beneath the highway.

8.1.2

Very rarely can the authority show title to land now forming the highway, except where land
has been specifically acquired for improvements. The highway authority will generally be
considered the 'beneficial occupier' of the land.

8.2

POLICY

8.2.1

The TAMP includes individual strategies for each asset type. The strategy for highway land
contributes to achieving the Council's Corporate Priorities and the objectives of the LTP.

8.2.2

This highway land asset management plan supports the Council's Corporate Priorities as
follows:
 Growing the Economy by providing effective management of traffic to help support
economic activity and regeneration;
 Valuing our environment by managing the highway land asset effectively;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by supporting active travel, walking, cycling and the
wellbeing of residents and visitors;
 Protecting the Vulnerable by supporting access to services and facilities through
provision of a well managed highway; and
 Helping children and young people achieve by supporting access to training and
employment opportunities.

8.2.3

This highway land asset management plan also contributes towards achieving the more specific
transport objectives of the LTP by:
 Facilitating footfall to encourage regeneration and growth;
 Providing an effective network to help reduce carbon emissions and congestion;
 Facilitating the safe movement of vulnerable road users and improving road safety;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services; and
 Minimising congestion on the network.

8.2.4

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.
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8.2.5

The objective of the TAMP is not to determine ownership of the highway. Since the authority
is the beneficial occupier, for the purposes of asset management all land over which a highway
passes is included, regardless of whether it is actually owned by the authority. Land held by
other services which are not considered public highway (for example amenity or housing land)
will not be considered, although where appropriate the Council will harmonise the
management of assets with those of neighbouring Local Authorities.

8.3

STRATEGY

8.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for managing the land asset will complement the
overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's LTP and outlined above. In respect
of highway land asset:
Figure 8.1: Highway Land Asset Strategy Statement

We will manage the existing highway land assets to help the
public travel safely and with minimal disruption or delay.
8.3.2

This chapter outlines the authority's intentions to manage highway land and sets out how the
performance of the service will be monitored. National guidance indicates that targets should
be set locally relating to the locally defined policies of each authority.

8.3.3

Highway land assets need to be grouped in a consistent manner both within the authority and
across the country. This enables a reliable reporting method and improved benchmarking
exercises which will ensure that the Council is offering the best available service.

8.3.4

For the purposes of asset management the highway land asset has been structured following
the classification under two levels. These are defined in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Classification of highway land
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
(Components)

(Asset Type)

(Asset Groups)

Highway Land

Urban - Urban (or 'built-up') areas are considered to consist
of roads with a speed limit of 40mph or less (irrespective of
whether there are buildings in the vicinity or not)

N/A

Rural - Rural areas are considered to consist of roads with a
speed limit greater than 40mph

N/A

8.4

MANAGEMENT

8.4.1

The highway land asset is exceptional in that the condition of the land is not appraised in its
asset valuation. Management activities largely relate to the infrastructure placed upon highway
land and this is dealt with in the strategy for the appropriate asset type.
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8.5

QUANTITIES

8.5.1

The area of highway land administered by the Council has been estimated as 5,562 hectares.
This is based representative sample of the network highway records that have been digitised.
As more highway records are digitised, a more accurate picture of the network will be
developed. This is explained in more detail in the valuation section of this chapter.
Table 8.3: Highway Land Area
Asset

Area (hectares)

Urban

1,465
Carriageway

865

Footway

286

Verge

314

Rural

4,097
Carriageway

995

Footway

27

Verge

3,073

TOTAL

5,562

8.5.2

The highway land areas, shown in Table 8.3, reflects the authority’s rural character. Over ¾
of land is rural in nature, with rural verge areas making the largest asset group.

8.5.3

However, growth in the highway land asset is predominantly urban estate roads transferred
to the Council through the adoption process each year, with an average 780m2 added annually.

8.5.4

A further factor affecting the growth of urban road length is the expansion of settlements and
extension of speed limits of 40mph or less. Typically, 18km of highway migrates from rural to
urban classification each year.

8.6

CONDITION

8.6.1

Limited condition information is currently recorded for the highway land asset. Much of the
highway land administered by the Council supports carriageway or footway/cycleway and is
subject to regular condition surveys as part of the assessment of the respective assets.

8.6.2

Other than carriageway, footway and cycleway, there are significant areas of verge which are
generally not maintained beyond periodic grass cutting. There are no regular surveys of
condition for these assets and inspection is largely reactive to reports of damage. Given
current resource levels, this is unlikely to change in the future.
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8.7

VALUATION

8.7.1

Accurately valuing the highway land asset is not an easy task. The Council has initially adopted
a simple approach, using the area of land designated as highway and applying a rate per hectare
(using Government figures) dependant on whether it is classified as urban or rural (see Table
8.4).
Table 8.4: 2018/19 East Riding of Yorkshire Council Asset Valuation
Asset Type

Quantity

Gross Replacement
Cost (£000's)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost
(£000's)

Carriageway

3,405 km

£3,172,237

£2,614,040

Footways and
Cycleways

1,742 km

£208,382

£195,209

Structures

721 no

£1,044,968

£727,795

Street Lighting

43,981 no

£34,392

£18,610

Street Furniture

estimate

£17,423

£8,706

Traffic Management

4,052 no

£13,014

£3,649

Highway Land

55,616,221 m2

£1,876,719

Urban

14,643,706 m2

£1,788,862

Rural

40,972,515 m2

£87,857

Estimated Gross Replacement Cost of Major
Assets (Excluding Highway Land)

£4,698,932

8.7.2

Government rates used for land set urban values of £122/m2 compared to £2.14/m2 for rural
values. Consequently, although 74% of highway land is rural in nature, the rural asset value
only amounts to 5% of the overall land value.

8.7.3

The accuracy of these valuation figures will increase annually as the calculation of the area of
highway land is refined. The Council is developing a more accurate measurement of highway
land area from the 1910 Finance Act maps. The Council has acquired the 1910 maps providing
almost complete coverage of the present East Riding and is revising its highway land area
assessment based on these records.

8.7.4

To date, approximately 35% of the highway network has been digitised to provide highway
area information. The significant sample size has allowed the council to produce area values
for the whole of the East Riding with a certainty of 97%.

8.7.5

The council will continue to digitise the highway area, and with subsequent additions or
removals included provide more accurate measurement of the area of highway land in future
years.
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8.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

8.8.1

Good management and maintenance strategies should be based on a lifecycle plan and designed
to optimise value over their lifespan. However for the highway land asset, there are limited
options available.

LIFECYCLE EVENT: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
8.8.2

Highway land has been established as highway over several hundreds of years. The majority of
highways in the East Riding have been transferred from previous highway authorities. Highways
generally became the maintenance responsibility of local authorities following their inclusion
in enclosure awards that set out public highways in the 19th century. Further highways have
been accepted as publicly maintainable through the actions of the Council, transfer of detrunked highways, the construction of new highways and the adoption of both residential and
commercial estate roads.

8.8.3

At times it is necessary for the authority to purchase land for the purpose of building a new
highway but the majority of new asset is acquired through privately funded schemes,
particularly in relation to new housing and industrial estate roads where a formal adoption
process is followed through section 38, 106, or 278 agreements. The process of adopting new
highway usually follows an application from a developer to the Council's Highway
Development Management team. The construction of the highway is assessed and, if approved,
one year after completion the Council may adopt the road. This is then recorded on the
highway maintenance maps and input to the Street Gazetteer.

8.8.4

It therefore follows that in periods of strong economic growth and the associated
development of new residential or commercial areas, there will be an increase in adopted
highways and hence the acquisition of highway land. In fact, the availability and rate of
acquisition of highway land is intrinsically linked to economic growth and regeneration.
Similarly new and improved highways should support economic performance by improving
journey times and reliability through reduced congestion.

8.8.5

Supporting economic growth and regeneration is one of the key objectives of the LTP. The
Council’s Network Management Plan, which forms part of the LTP, aims to manage the
movement of all traffic through reducing congestion and improving the efficiency on the local
transport network. This illustrates the link between the importance of highway land and other
Council strategies. The LTP also includes objectives to improve road safety and promote
healthy lifestyles through active travel. The provision and design of new highway, and the
consequent addition of highway land, contribute to the achievement of these objectives.

8.8.6

The emerging Local Plan for the East Riding has to take account of highway capacity when
allocating land for future development. As part of the development of the Local Plan, an
infrastructure study identified potential junction improvements which may need to be
implemented to facilitate the permitted development. The availability and acquisition of
highway land will be fundamental to achieving these improvements.

8.8.7

Areas identified for future highway improvements will not form part of the highway land asset
until they have passed through a formal adoption process.
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LIFECYCLE EVENT: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
8.8.8

Once highway status is established, highways generally may not be disposed of without
completion of the relevant legal process. Highway rights may be 'stopped up' or removed using
relevant sections of the Highways Act or Town and Country Planning Act.

8.8.9

Small areas of land that are considered unnecessary are released each year through 'stopping
up' or closure orders, generally at the request of adjacent land owners. Typically the land
underneath the highway is assumed to revert to the adjacent landowners who can claim up to
half the width of the highway. The number of 'stopping up' events is limited to five or six each
year and generally will have no significant impact on the total highway land asset area.

8.8.10 As the East Riding's coastline is the fastest receding in Europe, the authority unfortunately has
to accept that land will be lost to the sea. The erosion of the coast will affect some land and
households on the existing coastline and this is an issue that the Council recognises. To plan
for the future, the Council has produced the East Riding Integrated Coastal Zone Management
Plan and developing a revised Coastal Strategy to consider the consequences of a receding
coastline. These documents set out a process of managed retreat whereby property and
infrastructure are relocated further inland as the coast erodes. The Council's management of
highway infrastructure along the coast will be led by the policies set out in these documents
and will generally look to relocate rather than defend the existing asset.

8.9

PERFORMANCE

8.9.1

As the highway land asset is separate from the infrastructure placed upon it, performance is
largely related to deterioration of the natural surface (mainly caused by poor weather) and
damage (generally caused by inappropriate use of vehicles driving on un-metalled surfaces).
No local indicators have been developed to monitor the land asset, however a policy for
managing un-metalled highway was adopted in June 2014 and will be reviewed every two years.

8.10 GAP ANALYSIS
8.10.1 The highway land assets 'beneficial' value is not one that easily translates into a physical
management plan as the asset value is not subject to depreciation. However, the highway land
‘beneficial’ value makes it the second largest highway asset group, greater than the sum of
footway, structure, street lighting and ancillary asset values put together.
8.10.2 It is therefore critical that the council continue to improve the recording of highway land area
and investment will be made to ensure that the full digitisation of the highway land is completed
within the next five years.
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NON-HIGHWAY ASSETS
9.1

INTRODUCTION

9.1.1

The Council’s extensive highway network embraces a number of public infrastructure assets as
well as assets specifically provided for the highway service. These generally support the local
public transport network and include assets such as bus and rail stations, level crossings and car
parks.

9.1.2

Whilst these non-highway assets may be neither owned nor managed by the Council, they are
linked to the effective operation of the network and should be referenced within a TAMP. The
interaction between the highway, transport interchanges and car parking facilities should be as
seamless as possible to support accessibility to services and facilities, particularly for sustainable
modes.

9.1.3

The Council's strategies for these sustainable forms of transport are clearly set out in the
current LTP, the following chapter sets out how these assets are integrated into transport asset
management.

9.2

POLICY

9.2.1

Whilst not necessarily the responsibility of the highway authority, the relationship of these assets
with the public highway will influence the way in which the highway service is provided. The
management of the non-highway asset can support the Council's aims by:
 Growing the Economy by providing an integrated approach, supporting the effective
management and operation of the highway to encourage regeneration and growth;
 Valuing our environment by supporting continuity between car travel and other modes
and reducing the demand on highway infrastructure;
 Promoting healthy lifestyles by supporting active travel, walking, cycling and the
wellbeing of residents and visitors;
 Protecting the Vulnerable by improving the accessibility of services and facilities, and
by supporting good quality travel and transport information and facilities; and
 Helping children and young people achieve by supporting the access to training and
employment opportunities.

9.2.2

The non-highway assets also contribute towards achieving the more specific transport objectives
of the LTP by:
 Providing alternatives to the car, reducing carbon emissions and congestion;
 Supporting active travel and healthy lifestyles;
 Improving access to key services with a connected and coordinated transport system;
and
 Minimising congestion by reducing car journeys.

9.2.3

Specifically, the TAMP will play a vital role in helping to achieve LTP objective 1 which is to
‘Improve the maintenance and management of the existing transport network’.
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9.3

STRATEGY

9.3.1

East Riding of Yorkshire Council's strategy for engaging with the management of the nonhighway asset will complement the overarching strategies and policies set out in the Council's
LTP and outlined above. In respect of the non-highway asset;
Figure 9.1: Non-Highway Asset Strategy Statement

The Council will aim to support seamless integration between
key services, public transport and highway users.
9.3.2

Table 9.2 describes the key non-highway assets in the East Riding. These are closely linked to
the effective management and operation of the overall transport network.
Table 9.2: Non-Highway Assets in the East Riding
Asset

Managed By

Quantity

Car Parks

East Riding of Yorkshire Council /
private operators

89 off-street car parks managed by
the Council plus additional private
car parks

Bus Stations

East Riding of Yorkshire Council /
Bus Operators

2 (Bridlington and Beverley) plus
bus hubs in major settlements

Rail Stations

Train Operating Companies

18

Level Crossings

Network Rail

45

9.4

MANAGEMENT

9.4.1

The Council has a role in the management two local bus stations in partnership with local bus
operators. We also manage 89 offstreet car parks within the East Riding along with a large
number of onstreet parking facilities with a combined capacity of over 9,500 spaces, generally
located in the East Riding’s larger settlements.

9.4.2

Car Parks managed by the Council are grouped into three types
Asset Type

SubDivision

Description

Public Car Parks

On Street

Open to public, part of the highway

Off Street

Open to public, private land

Facility

Parking provided primarily for site use/staff/customers

Residential

Parking provided primarily for residents

Table 9.3: Car Park Groups
9.4.3

Within the Council, Public Car Parking & Facility Car Parking are spread over a number of
managing services and maintenance providers. Assumptions have been made to provide
managing services, highway assets limited to sites on highway, sites on property land attributed
to property or operating service.
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Managing Service

Quantity

Maintenance

Comment

ERYC - Traffic

49

ERYC - Traffic

Off Street Public Parking

ERYC - Highway

18

ERYC Highway

On Street Public Parking

ERYC Property with
public use at weekends

3

ERYC –
Property /
ERYC - Traffic

Costs shared 5/7 Property + 2/7 Traffic,
led by Property

ERYC - Leisure

3

ERYC - Traffic

Mixed Facility and Public at 3 Leisure
sites, Bridlington, Goole & Hornsea are
maintained by ERYC – Traffic

ERYC - Leisure

7

ERYC - Leisure

Primarily Facility Parking

ERYC - Property

14

ERYC Property

Primarily Facility Parking

ERYC - Public Rights of
Way / Property

7

ERYC Property

Rights of Way Car Parks maintained as
part of the Property Asset

ERYC - Tourism

5

ERYC Tourism

Including Southcliff P+R Bridlington

Tesco Car Park,
Beverley

1

Tesco

ERYC asset, privately managed

Table 9.4: Car Park quantities
9.4.4

As a rule, Traffic & Parking maintain off-road Car Park infrastructure which is not attributed to
facility or residential parking. Traffic and Parking team manage enforcement of on-street parking
restrictions.

9.4.5

Charges for car parking vary across the East Riding. The Car Parking Review Panel report (2010)
recommended that charges were introduced in the majority of Council managed car parks as
economic conditions improved but this has been deferred for the foreseeable future due to the
economic recession and recovery process.

9.4.6

The Council’s Passenger Transport Services team manage the bus stations and details of their
management are not included in this document.

9.4.7

The remaining rail-related assets, level crossings and rail stations, are not the responsibility of
the highway authority. However the Council has supported small scale improvements to these
assets through the LTP process (such as re-painting and cleaning at Bridlington bus station and
additional cycle parking at Brough railway station).

9.5

QUANTITIES

9.5.1

There are a significant number of non-highway assets which are important to the effective
management of the highway. The quantities of these are set out in Table 9.2.

9.5.2

The 89 Council managed car parks are essential to supporting economic activity and, through
demand management, encouraging alternatives to the car where practical.
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9.5.3

Of the settlements within the East Riding, Beverley and Bridlington have dedicated bus stations,
with many of the East Riding’s larger towns, Goole, Driffield, Pocklington, Hessle and
Cottingham, having central on-highway ‘hubs’. There is also a bus based Park and Ride facility at
South Cliff car park in Bridlington which operates from Easter through to October each year

9.5.4

The on-highway 'hubs' are managed and maintained as part of the highway network.

9.5.5

The four principal towns (Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and Goole) are all served by rail
stations with frequent services but many other towns and villages also have access to the rail
network. Level crossings have the potential to create localised congestion and there are
examples in the East Riding (Beverley, Bridlington, Cottingham and Goole) where there can be
delays at peak times due to level crossing closures.

9.6

CONDITION

9.6.1

Information on the condition of the asset is not reported due to the range of components and
managing organisations.

9.7

VALUATION

9.7.1

Non-highway assets are not included in the overall valuation.

9.8

LIFECYCLE OPTIONS

9.8.1

Because the majority of the non-highway asset group is not managed or maintained by the
Council it is not considered appropriate to develop a full lifecycle plan for this asset type.

LIFECYCLE EVENTS: CREATION AND ACQUISITION
9.8.2

The creation of any new bus or rail stations in the East Riding of Yorkshire over the TAMP
period (2019-2029) is extremely unlikely.

9.8.3

The Bridlington Area Action Plan (AAP) contains proposals to provide a new bus and coach
pick-up and drop off facility along Station Approach. This will provide a bus hub adjacent to the
railway station, improving integration between different transport modes and encouraging
multimodal journeys in the area. The new facility will also help to support the new Burlington
Parade development. The existing bus station on Rope Walk adjacent to the Promenades
Shopping Centre will remain open and will complement the new bus/rail interchange.

9.8.4

The new interchange was opened in 2019 as part of the wider Bridlington Integrated Transport
Plan (phase 2) scheme.

9.8.5

The creation of additional car parking spaces is more frequent and these usually take place as
part of private developments; however, these are not recorded as part of the highway asset.

9.8.6

The LTP3 Bus Strategy includes the introduction of new bus shelters, these are covered in the
Street Furniture chapter.

LIFECYCLE EVENTS: DISPOSAL AND MODIFICATION
9.8.7

It is not anticipated that any bus or rail stations will be closed over the TAMP period. However,
to improve rail safety, Network Rail are considering a number of rail crossing closures within
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the East Riding and proposing to improve public access to a number of stations. An number of
improvements to the safety of level crossings in the East Riding are also taking place.
9.8.8

The LTP Strategy does include improvements to the CCTV facilities at Beverley Station, as well
as modifications to the street furniture including cycle parking facilities.

9.8.9

Council car parks can be leased to other organisations, such as Town or Parish Councils, or
potentially re-developed to support economic development.

9.9

PERFORMANCE

9.9.1

Information on the performance of the non-highway asset is not recorded directly through the
TAMP process, although progress and performance can be inferred from more general data.
For example, rail patronage is collected at a national level by the Office of Rail Regulation with
figures published annually. The number of rail passengers using stations in the East Riding is
continuing to rise which may partly be attributed to conveniently located rail stations in good
condition with appropriate facilities (such as car parking, bus links, waiting room and so on).

9.9.2

Bus patronage in the East Riding has fluctuated over the last decade, reflecting trends at the
regional level. However, local bus patronage appears to be increasing overall. The Council is
required to produce an annual figure for bus punctuality in the East Riding using data provided
by local bus operators. In partnership with bus operators, we have made excellent progress in
improving local bus punctuality, with the percentage of buses leaving on time rising from 76.5%
in 2007/08 to 84% in 2014/15.

9.9.3

A number of Car parks are subject to charges for their use, and their usage is monitored to
ensure local people and visitors can easily locate available car parks and parking spaces. This is
to reduce the risk of illegal parking becoming a problem and the potential for many spaces
remaining unfilled each day. The Council seeks to maintain and enhance the viability of local
town centres through providing the appropriate balance of car parking.

9.9.4

The Council also collects data on car park usage through our network of ticket machines. More
information on car park utilisation is set out in the Council’s Annual Parking review, which is
published on our website.

9.9.5

More information on monitoring the performance of non-highway assets can be found in the
Bus and Rail Strategies in the Council’s LTP (2015-2029) and the annual parking report.

9.10 GAP ANALYSIS
9.10.1 As described above the non-highway assets are primarily managed through alternate policy
documents and are included within the TAMP for the purposes of co-ordination.
9.10.2 Data collected on the non-highway assets is likely to be duplicated between organisations and
there is a risk that organisations retain out-of-date records. Development on the asset group
will focus on the level of shared information between organisations.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ATCs

Automatic Traffic Counters

BCI

Bridge Condition Index

BVPI

Best Value Performance Indicator

CIPFA

Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

CSC

Characteristic SCRIM Coefficient

CSS

County Surveyors Society

CVI

Coarse Visual Inspection

DfT

Department for Transport

DVI

Detailed Visual Inspection

FCMG

Footway and Cycle track Management Group

FNS

Footway Network Survey

GRC

Gross Replacement Cost

HMEP

Highway Maintenance Efficiency Programme

ILE

Institute of Lighting Engineers

LEP

Local Enterprise Partnership

LTP

Local Transport Plan

LTP3

Third Local Transport Plan

SCANNER

Surface Condition Assessment of National Network of Roads

SCRIM

Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine

TAMP

Transport Asset Management Plan

UKPMS

United Kingdom Pavement Management System

VAS

Vehicle Activated Signs

VMS

Variable Message Signs
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